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1 understand也at1 am bound by the William S. Richardson School of Law Student 
Handbook. 
1 acknowledge出at1 have been given a printed copy of the Student Handbook 
and/or provided directions to find出isdocument on the Law School web site at 
https://www.law.hawaii.edu/student・handbook.
1 acknowledge that the Law School policies， rules， and regulations may be 
periodically updated. 
1 accept responsibility to review these changes as communicated through email 
and/or other official publications， and to comply wi出 thesepolicies， ruIes， and 
regulations at al times. 
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2515 Dole Street I Honol叫u，HJ 96822 
www.Jaw.hawau.edu 
Signature Date 
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Student Pledge 
In the study of law， 1 wil conscientiously prepare myself; 
To advance出eimerests of those 1 serve before my own， 
To approach my responsibilities and colleagues with integrity， professionalism， and civility， 
To guard zealously legal， civil and human rights which are the birthright of al people， 
And， above al， 
To endeavor always to seek justice. 
??，????????? ???
W'liltenりthe/ale P，ψIor ChTis K.1.タ抑制dfol7lJO砂a勾ledby幼eFoa，ゆin2002 
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KeK釘lawaiMamalahoe 
The Law of the Splintered Paddle 
As a young warrior ch.ief， Kamehameha the Great came upon commoners fishing along the shoreline. He 
anacked出efishermen， but during由estruggle caught his foot in a lava crevic巴. One of the fleeing 
fishermen turned and broke a canoe paddJe over出eyoung ch.iefs head.百lefisherman' s act reminded 
Kamehameha出athuman life was precious and deserved respect， and that it is wrong for出巴powerfi叫 to
mistreat those who may be weaker. 
Years later when Kamehameha became ruler of Hawai'i， he declared one ofhis first laws， Ke Kanaw幻
Mamalahoe (出eLaw of the Splintered Paddle)， wh.ich guaranteed the safety of the h.ighways to al1.百討s
royal edict was law over the entire Hawaiian kingdom during the reign of Kamehameha the Great. 
Considered one of the most important kanawai (royal edict)， the law gave出eHawaiian people an era of 
freedom from violent assault. 
A刷 lorkby Sanford Mock al1d ongulal c(jl1ceplをyIV(by Ha1lili '82 al1d Michael Moore '82 
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Dean's Message 
The WiIiam S. Richardson School of Law is committed to providing students， fac叫ty，and staff an 
exceIJent， comfortable， and safe Iearning environment出atreflects出ehighest eth.icaI standards of the 
legaI profession. 
This Student Handbook provides students the important reguIations出atgovern student academic 
performance and conduct. 
¥'(/ e expect ev町 studentωknow，understand， and comply明白出ereguIations in出eStudent 
Handbook. 
Law SchooI can be one of the most rewarding and chaIJengi略 experiencesin a student's life. If you 
need help of any kind， please ask. We are here to guide you through your journey toward becoming a 
successful member of the legaI profession. 
Sincerely， 
C人やメー
Avi Soifer 
Dean and Professor 
University of Hawaii School of Law Library - Law School History Collection
Our Mission 
τbe William S. Richardson School of Law is a collaborative， 
multicultural communi匂.'preparing students for excellence in出巴
practice oflaw and related careers出atadvance justice and the rule of law. 
We develop highly qualified， ethical professionals through excellence 
in teaching， scholarship，叩dpublic service. 
We embrace Hawai'i's diversity and values and recognize a special 
responsib出り"to our state and出ePacific region. 
We lead in envjronmentallaw， Native Hawaiian law， and Pacific-Asian legal studies. 
え>ooGミ
Student Leaming Outcomes 
百 e Law School's J.D. program必sa筑cc悦r民edi曲te吋db句y出白eAm間E白E白i化can
membershi工pin t白heAss叩ocia叩tionof Amηlerican Law Schools. Students admitted to出e].D. program must 
have an undergraduate degree， among other req山rements. ln Hawai'i， and nearly every other state， a 
].D. degree from an accredited school is essential to become a Iicensed attorney. The Law School 
necessariJy focuses substantial attention on those Jearning objectives aimed at preparation to pass the bar 
exam and to practice Jaw ethicaIJy and effectively.τbe schooJ aJso emphasizes areas of Jaw of importance 
to Hawai‘i and to白eschool's mission. 
].0. Program Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Understand ethical responsib泌tiesas representatives of clients， officers of出ecourt， and public 
citizens responsibJe for出equali匂，and avaiJability of justice; 
2. Obtain basic education through a curriculum that develops: 
• understanding of the theory， phjJosophy， rol巴， and ramifications of the law and its 
msntunons; 
• proficiency in Jegal analysis， reasoning， problem solving; oral and written communication; 
legal research; 
• fundamental professional practices necessaη" to participate effectively in the legal profession; 
-mastery of substantive law regarded as necessary tO Effective and rcsponsjblepafucipadonIn 
the legal prof白sionthrough a completion of a curriculum of required and eI e~tive st"udy; 
3. Understand the law as a pubJic profession calJing for performance of Pro Bono scrvices; 
4. Promote the deveIopment of students' critical thinking skils and other inteIJectual tools that wil 
serve戸drlife-long leaming needs，and Enable them to pro刈 eleadership in law出rough
contributions in research and practice; 
5.undersurtdmd respect law as a social instimuon in the contEXt of a diverse State withaunique 
and important history; and 
6. Recognize our global connectedness， especially to批 Asiaand Pacifjc rcgions. 
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Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy Statement 
August 2013 
TO: Law School Community 
FROM: Aviam Soifer， Dean 
SUB]ECT: Discrimination and Sexual Harassm巴ntPrevention Policy 
The Law School is deeply committed to providing a learning and working envjronment free from 
discrimination and sexual harassment. As a part of this commitment，出eLaw School has implemented 
policies and procedures to be followed in the case of an alleged violation. 
A!though we do not anticipat巴anyincidents of discrirnination or se)，.'UaI harassment at the Law School， 
the students， faculty， and staff need to know how to recognize discrirninatory conduct and how to 
respond appropriately should a situation arise. As you probably know， the intentions of the harasser are 
not determinative in discrimination or sexual harassment cases. A court looks at how the recipient 
perceived the conduct or behavior， notwithstanding出epossibly“innocenピ， state of mind of the 
harasser. Obvious examples of sexual harassment or discrimination include telling sexual or off-color 
jokes， unconsented touching， repeatedly asking out a person who is not interested， or making remarks 
disparaging of a person's gender， race， ethnicity， orsexual orientation. 
More subtle examples of unwelcome behavior incJude use of last names for al the male students and 
first names for al the female students; use of hypothetical situations in which the parties are stereotyped 
(e.g.， Mary出ehomemaker enters into a contract叩出 Manuelthe yardman); or repeatedly calling on， 
interrupting， or being “harder" on only one匂，'peof student (e.g.， based upon gender， race， etcふ
Moreover， while some types of behavjor may not be classified as discrirnination or harassment，出eystil 
may create a “chilling" learning or working environment. This could include， for example， demeaning a 
student's distinct sポeof learning or performance leveJ. Actions or communications that demean people 
in出eLaw School community are unprofessional and not consistent with the spirit or policies of出is
Law School. 
If you are aware of an incident of discrimination or harassment， please contact any of the Deans as soon 
as possible. Incidents羽1be handled confidentially and promptly. The Law School 叩Inot engage in 
or tolerate retaliation against compl幻nantsand persons who participate in an investiga∞n. 
We al benefit from reflecting on how our words and actions may affect others ，vjthin a close-knit 
commuru句suchas we enjoy at Richardson. Tl由 policystatement is intended to be a reaffirmation of 
our commitment to a positive working and lear廿ngenvironment for al. Should you feel someone 
individually or we as a commu出tyare not meeting this commitment， you may discuss your concems 
with the Associate Dean for Student Services， the University's Gender Equity Counselor， the Office of 
the Vice ChanceUor for Students， orthe Equal Employment Opportuni勺"and Affirmative Action Office・
Relevant University policies and procedures are provided. 
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Equal Employment Opportunity / Affi.nnative Action Office Online Resources 
百leEqual Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action 0伍ce(EEO/ AA) develops叩 dmaint畑 S
Executive， University of Haw勾'isystemwide， and Manoa Campus policies and pro田:dures.
Websiteんddress:httD:/ /w¥Vw.hawaii.eduh2伍ces/eeo
University of Hawai‘i Systemwide Executive Policies 
• E1.202: Universi匂rStatement of Noncliscrimination and Affirmative Action 
h仕n://ww¥'I.'.hawaii.eduLsvp唱/en/el/e1202.ndf
• E1.203: Policy on Sexual Harassment and Related Conduct 
httn:/ /www.hawaii.edu/svpa/ep/el /e1203.pdf 
Uni、匹'ersityof Hawai'i Systemwide Administrative Procedures 
• A9.900: ADA Com尚 ntProcedure for Members of批 PublicWho Have Complaints 
Regarding Disability Acc四sωUniversityServices， Programs， and Activities 
htm:/ /www.hawaii.edu/svpaJapm/pers/a9900.pdf 
• A9.920: Discrimination Compl幻ntProcedures for Employees， Students， and Applicants for 
Employment or Adtnission 
httn:/ /www.hawaii.edu/svna/anm/oers/a9920.pdf 
Accessibility to Electronic Information for People with Disabilities 
・Universityof Hawai‘i atManoaAαessibility Home Page 
h位以//www.hawaii.edu/access 
Veteran AffaIrs 
• University of Hawai'i at Manoa Campus 
htm: / /www.hawaii.edu/offices/eeo/veterans.h白羽l
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UH Manoa Equal Opportunity / Mfirmative Action Policy Statement 
τbe University of Hawai‘i isan equal opportunity / a伍rmativeaction institution and is comtnitt定dto a 
policy of noncliscrirnination on出ebasis of race， s巴x，gender identity and expression， age， r官ligion，color， 
national origin， ancestry， clisability， marital status， arrest and ∞urt record， sexual orientation， or status as 
a cover芭:dveteran. This policy covers acadernic considerations such as adrnission and acc国 sto， and 
participation and treatment in， the U出versity'sprograms， acロvities，and services. With regard to 
employment， the University is comrnitted to equal opportunity in al personnel ac∞ns such as 
recruitment， hiring， promotion， and compensation. Sexual harassment and other forms of cliscritninatory 
harassment are prohibited under Universi匂rpolicy. 
百leUniversity strives ωpromo臼 fulr官alizationof equal opportunity through a po出 ve，continuing 
affirmative action program in complianc怠叩出 federalExecutive Order 11246. The program includes 
measuring performance against specific annual hiring goals， monitoring progress， and reporting on good 
f幻出巴ffortsand results in annual affirmative action plan 臼ports. As a government contractor，出e
University is comrnitted to an affirmative policy of hiring and advancing in emplo}'叩 entqualified 
persοns WI出 clisabilitiesand covered ve民rans.For information on policies or comp凶ntprocedures for 
the UH Manoa Campus，羽sithttp://www.hawaii.edu/o伺ces/田 o/or∞ntact: 
Students: Lori 1deta， Assist耳目ViceChancellor & Dean of Students and Title IX & ADA Coordinator， 
Queen Lili‘uokalani Center for Student Services， room 409， phone但0町956-3290(voice/text). 
Students with Disabilities: Ann 1to， Di民ωr，KOKUA Program， Queen凶‘uo凶山 Centerfor 
Student Services， room 013， phone (80め956・7511(voiα/ text) or (80町956・7612(voice/text). Email: 
kokua@hawaii.edu. Fax: (808) 956-8093. 
Employees (& Mfirmative Action Plan): Mie Watanabe， EEO/ AA Director and Title 1X & ADA 
Coorclinator， Administrative Services B叫ding#1， room 10♀，phone (80句956-7077(voiα/隠れ).Email: 
Eω@hawaii.吋u.
Sexual Harassment & Gender Equity: ]ennifer Rose， Gender Eq'山tySpecialist， Queen Lili‘uokalani 
Center for Student Services， room 210， phon巴但08)956-9499. Email: rosejenn@hawaii.edu. Fax: (808) 
956-4541. 
Ci吋1Rights: ]泊 Nunokawa，Civil Righ凶 Specialist，Queen Lili‘uokalani Center for Student Services， 
room 210， phone (80句956・4431.Email: jln@hawaii.edu. Fa.'c (808) 956-4541. 
UH Manoa recognizes its responsib出tyto provide equal ac目 sto its programs， services and activities for 
students with clisab出口es. Contact KOKUA， our office for students wi出 clisabilities，for accessibility 
information and services. Please visit I1ttP:/ /www.hawaii.edu/kokua. 
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KOKUA and LGBTI Student Services i I Article I. Academic Regu1ations for Juris Doctor Program 
The KOKUA Program， led by Director Ann Ito， is出eUH Manoa office for students切出 disabilities.
It serves undergraduate， graduate， and professional students wi出learning，physical， psychia出cand other 
documented disabilities. ln the spirit of “aloha" and respect， KOKUA works toge曲目 wi出 students，
facuIty， staff and KOKUA-to -faciIitate equal access -by students with disabilities to the Manoa 
expenence. 
KOKUA pro吋desdiねbilityaccess services to individuals on a case by case basis， and students are not 
charged for these sen'Ic瓜 Astudent's disab出tys町 usis considered confidential information and is only 
dsdOsd to kuiq州出estudent's p回 nission. KOKUA has served thousands of students羽白
disabilities since i岱 inceptionin 1966 and is available to serve the needs of al students叩出 disabiliロes
on theM五no唱campus，including law students. 
Law srudents ¥'I出 disabilitiesor related concems may contact the KOKUA Program， either directly or 
出roughthe Associate Dean for Srudent Services. 
For more information，∞ntact the KOKUA 0伍白 at(808) 956・7511or (808) 956-7512. You can also 
吋sitwww.hawaii.edu/kokuaIfor more information. 
ゐ同o(f.
LGBTI Student Services 
τbeUHM五noacampus provide supports services for Lesbian， Gay， Bisexual， Transgender， and Intersex 
(LGBTI) students. LGBTl Student Services strives to maintain a safe and inclusive campus 
environment for al students of the University of Hawai‘i atMano也regardlessof their gender identity or 
sexual orientauon. LGBTl Student Services facilitates student learning and development through a 
range of educational， information and advocacy programs. 
Law students interest疋din LGBTl services should contact the program directly or through the Associate 
Dean for Student Services. 
F'or more information contact出eIβBTlo伍ceat (80町956・9250.You can also visit 
htto:/ /manoa.hawaii.edu /Ip'btlindex.htm1 for more information. 
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Section 1.01 Requirements for the Juris Doctor Q'.D.) Degree 
(a) A student must earn a rninimum of 89 credits. 
(b) A student must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or higher after the first 
semester of the first year. 
(c) A student must complete at least 60 hours ofPro Bono Sen'Ice. 
(d) A student must pass al req'山redcourses:出巴 first-yearcurriculum， Constitutional Law 1， Second 
Year Serninar， Professional Responsib出ty，and a Clinical or Ski1s Course. 
(のAllreq山rementsfor出eJ.D. degree must be completed no earlier出an24 months and no later 
出an84 months after a student has commenced law study at the Law School or another law 
school from which the Law School has accepted transfer credit. 
(f) A student must satisfy al outstanding obligations to出eLaw School and the University， 
including， but not lirnited to: repaying emergency student loans; paying parking fines; and 
returning a1 keys， access cards， and borrowed library books. 
(g) Students must give careful attention to graduation req山ements.Although sn此 ntsmay recelve 
counsel from the Law School's adrninistration and fac叫守， students are directly responsible for 
meeting their graduation req叫rements.
Section 1.02 Enrollment Requirements; Status 
(a) Students must continuously enro11 in Law School each Fall and Spring悶 nesteruntil completion 
of degree req凶rements，unless a leave of absence is granted. 
(b) A “fu1 time" student for Law School enrollment purposes is a student who registers for at least 
12 credits and receives a passing grade of “D" or higher for at least 9 of those credits. 
Withdrawal from a course prior to出ecompletion of the semester出atcauses出estudent to fal 
below 12 credits wil result in loss of “白1time" status. Loss or change in enrollment status may 
affect a student's financial aid. 
(c) A student may not apply mor巴than17 credits per semester towards his or her J.D. Degree. 
(ABA regulations prolubit any student enrolling in course .、IOrkthat， ifsuccessfuliy completed， 
would exceed 20% of total coursework req山氏dby that school for graduation.) Upon 
completion of the first-year curriculum， a student in good acadernic standing may enro11 in fewer 
than 12 or more than 17 credits in a Fa11 or Spri略 semester(of which a maximum of only 17 
may credits count towards出e].D. degree) only with prior written approval of the Associate 
Dean for Student Services. 
Section 1.03 Credit Load 
。) A first-year student (lL) is a student who has earned 1 to 29 credits. 1¥ second-year student (2L) 
is a student who has earned 30 to 59 credits. A third-year student (3L) is a student who has 
earned 60 or l110re credits. 
(b) Regular Credit Load. Ful Til11e study for ].D. students is at least 12 credits a semester. A 
regular. sel11ester coursc load is 14 to 16 crαlit hours. 
(c) Summer School Credit Load. A stud巴ntmay not take more than 7 credits during a Summer 
semester without prior written approval of the Associate Dean for Student Services. 
(d) January Term Credit Load.八studentmay巴nrolin one JanuaηTerm course during his or her 
日rstacademic year. 八 studentmay enroll in up to two January Term courses in subsequent 
academic years. 
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(e) A student may not take Legal Pracrice I 却 dSecond Year SeIYUnar in the same semester， 
without pdor wdumappEoval from the Associate DEan fOE Academic Affairs. 
Section 1.04 Emplo戸nentDuring Law School for Full Time Students 
(a) ABA standards prohibit an}' student working more出回20hours per week while enrolled in 12 
creclits or more in a semester.百leLaw School strongly cliscourages students in the Full Time 
Program from working during the first acadeIYUc year. 
Section 1.05 Specia1 Project Crediω 
ωDearlidon:SPEdd Project Credits arE Law School EXternships，directed sTIdies，journals:tEam 
compe出ons，and伊 duatecourses taken in 0批 rUniversi匂idepartments. Law courses ta…at 
other ABA-accreclited law schools， such as summer courses or courses taken as a vlsmng 
student， are not counted as SpeciaJ Project Creclits. 
(b) A maximum of 12 SpeciaJ Project Creclits may count toward出e).D. degree. For students 
pursuing a dud degree or Full Time ExtErnst1ip outside thE State of Hawai1a maximum of 17 
SpeciaJ Project Creclits may count toward the) .D. degree. 
(c) A student on probarion may not enroll in SpeciaJ Project Creclits. 
Section 1.06 Extemships 
(a) A student who has completed one acadeIYUc year may enroll in a Hawai‘i Externship for 2， 4， or
6 crecli岱.A st1此ntmay count upω6 creclits of a HawぜiExternship towards the ).D. degree. 
With prior written approvaJ from the Extemship Director， a student may repeat a Hawai‘i 
Extemship at出esame placement wi出inthe 6 creclit limit. 
(b) With prior written approvaJ of the Externship Director and the Associate Dean for Student 
Services， a student may enroll in a Full Time Externship outside the State of Hawai'i during出E
FaJl orSpring semester and may count up to 12 credits toward出e].D. degree. 
(c) A student on acadeIYUc probarion may not enroll in an Ex町 ns}咋.
(d) A student may not enroll in a foreign law program and a Full Tim巴Externshipoutside the State 
ofHawai‘i atthe same time. 
(e) All Externships shal be graded on the basis of“Credit/No Creclit." 
(f) The educarional objecrives of the Externship Program and more de凶ledinformarion are 
availabJe on the Law School website at httns:/ /www.law.hawaii.edu/extemshin-nro貯 am.
Section 1.07 Directed Study 
(a) With prior written approvaJ of the Registrar and Associate Dean for Student Services， a student 
may take a Direc民.dStudy for a maximum of 3 creclits per semester and total of 6 credits 
towards出e).D. degree. A student may not take a Directed Study from a faculty member who is 
aJready supervising thr百 DirectedStudy students in a semester. 
(b) A Directed Study counts towards the limit of 12 SpeciaJ Proj民 tCredits. A Directed Study does 
not∞unt against出e6 cr.吋itallowance for taking electives on a “Credit/No Credit" basis. The 
student and the supervising faculty member must agree on出e!:，'l"ading option (“Credit/No 
Creclit" or Jetter grade) at the time of enrollment. 
(c) A student on academic probation may not enroll in Directed Study. 
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Section 1.08 Law]oumals and Team Competitions 
(a) A student in good acadeIYUc stancling may seek to participate on law journals and team 
c∞omp問et出iti∞O∞n瓜1
t回E回am:一s.All journals and teams must provide a fair opportunity for al ].D. sn此 ntsto quali今・
Law)ournals and team competitions count toward the liIYUt of 12 SpeciaJ Project Creclits. 
Section 1.09 Courses Taken Outside the Law School by Students Not Pursuing a Dual 
Graduate Degree/Certificate. 
(a) Approved courses taken outside the Law School at出eUniversity count toward the limit of 12 
Special Project Creclits. With the written approvaJ of the Associate ~ean ~or Student Service~ 
prior to enrollment， a student not pursuing a duaJ graduate degree/certificate may earn and 
count up to 3 creclits of courses taken outside the Law School at the University toward出e].D.
degree. Eligible courses are either: 
(i) a graduate level (600 or higher) course; or 。i) a language courseσ00 or higher)， if出elanguage course is not offered at a higher出ana
2001evel，出ena 200 level course may be approved. 
(b) All courses taken outside the Law School applied toward白 ].D.degree must be叫 enfor a 
leter gra吋d巴unlessoffered only a “Cr氏eclit/NoCr閃eclit. " A gra吋deof “C" 0町rbetter shall be counted 
aおsa 
cumulative grade point average. 
Section 1.10 Courses Taken Outside the Law School by Students Pursuing Dual Graduate 
Degree/Certif.cate Programs 
(a) A student pursuing a duaJ graduate degree/certificate shall noti骨theRegistrar切出.in2 weeks of 
accept叩 ceinto the other program. AdIYUssion to出eLaw School does not guarantee admission 
into the non-law program. A student interested in pursuing a duaJ graduate degree/certificate 
program must meet the adIYUssion req山氏mentsof the other program. The Law School does 
not grant transfer creclit for any courses taken prior to matriculation into the Law School. 
(b) With written approval of the Associate Dean for Student Services prior to enrollment， a student 
pursuing the ].D. degree and another graduate degree/certificate may eam and count up to 10 
creclits from the non-law program toward the) .D. degree. 
(c) When th巴studentcompletes the ].D. degree before the other graduate degree/certificate， the 10 
creclits from that other program will be counted toward the ).D. degree only if出estudent has 
made substantial progress toward the other graduate degree/certificate. 
(d) The requirements for the dual degree programs with international institutions are available on 
th巴LawSchoolw巴
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出ecourse is substanoally sirnilar to the required course. 百lestudent is responsible for 
pro吋dingsufficient informaoon， in山 dinga course descripoon and syllabusωthe Associate 
Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs， who may consult 切出appropriatefac叫tyregarding equivalency. 
Section 1.12 Students Visiting Richardson Law School from Another ABA-Accredited Law 
School 
(a) A吋siongstudent from another ABA-accredited law school is govemed by the Law School 
acadelIUc regulaoons. A student visi白19Richardson Law School may not parocipate in a course 
lottery for lilIUted enrollment courses but may enroll during open enrollment if space perlIUts. 
¥Xli出priorwritten approval of the Associate Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs， a visiong student may 
包keSecond Year SelIUnar on a space-av氾lablebasis. 
Section 1.13 Students Transferring to the Richardson ].D. Program from Other ABA-
Accredited Law Schools 
(a) A ttansfer student may request to ttansfer up to 44 credits from the other ABA-accredited law 
school. τne Associate Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs shal deterlIUne which courses wil be 
acc叩tedand出enumber of credits to be ttansferred.τne student's prior cumulative grade 
point average may not be used in compuong出estudent's Law SchooI cumulative GPA for any 
purpose， induding graduaoon and eligibilityωcononue to enroll. A grade of “Credit" wilI be 
used for al ttansferred credits. A minimum of 45 credits must be taken at出eLaw School. A 
transfer student must saosfy al Law SchooI acadelIUc course req山 ementsas determined by the 
Associate Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs. 
Section 1.14 Richardson Law Students Attending Foreign Law Programs 
(a) ¥Xlith prior written approval of the Associate Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs， a law student in good 
acadelIUc standing who has completed出efirst-year curriculum may attend a foreign law 
program for a maximum of two semesters and transfer a maximum of 12 credits per semester 
eamed in出atprogram. 百lestudent must consult with出eDirector and faculty advisor for 
Intemaoonal Programs and then sublIUt an applicaoon that conforms to the ABA Foreign Study 
Criteria to the Associate Dean for AcadelIUc Affairs at least 6 months in advance of the 
proposed departure. A grade of “Credit" wil be used for al transferred credits pro吋dedthe 
student earns a grade of at least a “D" or equivalent in the foreign )aw program courses. 
Section 1.15 Hawai'i Summer Law Program 
(a) 官leHawai‘i Summer Law Program is paロofthe Law School ].D. Program. A law studen 
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tτansferred credits provided the student eams a grade of a “D" or above・Uponcompleoon of 
the summer program，仕lestudent is responsible for sublIUtong a transcript to the Law School 
Registtar切出in4 weeks of release of the grades to the student. 
Section 1.17 Absences 
(a) In accordance with ABA Standards， regular and punctual attendance of classes is req凶red.The 
Associate Dean for Student Services m句rexcuse absences in individual cases for reason of 
illness， faruIy emergencies， or other extraordinary situaoons. A student requesong an excused 
absence is responsible for reporting出eabsence and providing supporong documentaoon to出e
Associat巴Deanfor Student Services who w出 determinewheth紅白eabsence is excused or 
unexcused. 
(b) Excused and Unexcused Absences 
(i) Excused Absences may include but are not lilIUted to: 
。Illness(requires doctor's note for an extended absence) 
・Deathand/or funeral of fam.ily or close friend 
o Mandatory professional trむrungand/or licensing that cannot be rescheduled 
(requires prompt notice to the Law School) 
• Mandatory acove or reserve m出taryobligaoons也atcannot be rescheduled (requires 
prompt nooce to出eLaw School) 
• Religious holidays 
• Moot Court， Client Counseling compeotions 
• Attendance at a local or naoonallaw-related conference as a speaker， law student 
representative， coordinator， oraward recipient 
・Courtappear叩 ces
• Serious personal matters 
(む) Unexcused Absences may include but are not lilIUted to: 
• Attendance at a conference 
• Participation in a sports toumament 
• Job inte吋 ews，cal backs 
• Transportation delays 
• Weddings， reunions ・Computerproblems 
• Personal matters that are not emergencies 
(c) If a student's excused absences exceed 10% of class time， the Associat巴Deanfor Student 
Services may require dle smdent to叩thdrawfrom the course. 
(d) lf a student's unexcused absences exceed 10% of class time， the Associate Dean for Academic 
Affairs has the authorit)' to impose sanctions including， but not limited to， a substantia1 grade 
reduction， withdrawal from the course， orassignment of a faiLing grade for the course. ー
(e) Thc Law School recognizes th巴importanceof jury duty. Howcver， a student may request that 
the Associate Dean for S111dent Services pn::pare a leter to request dlat the court excuse or 
postpone from jury duty because of academic conflicts. 
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Section 1.18 Withdrawal from Courses 
(a) With prior w討nenapproval of the Associate Dean for Student Services， a student may withdraw 
from a course after the Law School's add/drop period only under extraordinary circumstances. 
Section 1.19 Leave of Absence 
(a) 百leLaw School may grant a leave of absence for a student demonstrating extraordinary 
circumstances. A student seeking a leave of absence must submit a wrinen request to the 
Associate Dean for Student Serv:ices. If the student fails to return at the end of a leave of 
absence，白estudent wil be withdrawn from the ].D. program.τbe student wil have to reapply 
for admission and may petition to receive credit for previously completed courses. 
(b) Active military duty.τbe Law School will grant a leave of absence for a student called to active 
military duty.百leAssociate Dean for Academic Affairs may grant credit for出esemester that 
was inteπupted if the student completes a req山redacademic plan. 
Section 1.20 Audiring Courses 
(a) A student who has comple民d出efirst-year印 rnc叫山nis pern甘ttedto audit a Law School course 
wi出pern由sionof the fac叫tymember. Audited courses appear on oficial University位anscripts
with the designation“L，" and do not count toward computation of Law School GPA or ].D. 
req凶rements.
Section 1.21 Grade System and Ranking 
(a) Gt:ade System 
ω Gt:ade points for each credit hour received in a course are computed as folIows: 
A+=4.0 B+=3.3 C+=2.3 D+=1.3 F=O.O 
A = 4.0 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 
A-= 3.7 B・=2.7 C-= 1.7 。i) 百】egrade system incIudes the folIowing designations: A +， A，ん (excelIent);B+， B， B-
(above aVEnge);C+，C OVEnge);C-，D+，D (minimal passins;F(failure);CR (CEdit); 
NC (no credit); 1 (incomplete); and L (audit). 。i) Plus C‘+勺andminus r'-づgradeswil be used to calculate the student's GPA. A faculty 
member. may choose to assign only whole leter grades. 
(b) Advisory Grades. Students receive only advisory grades (“Credit"/“No Credit'うinthe first 
semester of the first year of Law School. 
(ωり Nogra吋deother出a叩n
stud巴叩ntand employ戸巴eω5of t白heLaw School a釘ctingin an off行'ici泊凶alc臼apacity.
ω) 千dvi叫 gradesin the first semes附 offuJ or part time study wil not be used in 
determining thE oficial Law School GPA.Advisory grades may bcUSEd by thE L 
School ωa叩sta student in fulfIlling graduation間 ui問ments，avoiding dismissal， 01' 
iding probaロon.
(Hi)For Erst-year Students，SEmester advisory Fades wil be used to dECide whEther a Student 
w迎beplaced on academi 
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“Credit/No Credit" option， no grade叩Ibe incIuded in the student's GPA and the student is 
ineligible for the highest grade award in that coui:se. 
(斜d) The term 
(Cの:) An “吋Inc∞ompμlete"ma勾yb巴 givenonly in ext位raordinar巧Ycirc印urπmstanceswIt出ht也heprior wrinen 
approval of the Associate Dean for Student Services. When a student or fa四 Itymember is 
aware of such extraordinary circumstances，出巴 studentor fac吋tymember shall prompdy notify 
the Associate Dean for Student Services who wil， inconsultation with the fac叫tymember， 
determine出eappropriate deadlines and conditions to complete也ecourse. 
(f) Grading Curve 
ω Curve 
Grades Rang巴
A+ to A- 10% -30% 
A+ to B- 75% -90% 
C + and below 10% -25% 
(日 FacultyDiscretion and Syllabus. A faculty member has broad discretion in determining 
the factors to be considered in evaluating student performance. Fac叫tymembers shall 
give students a syllabus describing the factors to be considered in calculating grades and 
出erelative weight to be assigned to such factors. Faculty members should provide a 
syllabus to students before the end of the first week of classes. 
(g) Numerical Ranking 
ωQuintile. After each Fall and Spring semester， the Law School calculates five quintile 
rankings for each clas: first quintile (20%)， second q山ntile(40%)，出irdq凶ntile(60%)， 
four出 q凶ntile(80%) and fifth q山ntile.In addition， the cIass median GPA iscalculated. 
Quintiles are based on each student's cumulative GPA (not incIuding advisory grades). 。i) Ranking. lf a student is ranked in the top 20%， the numerical ranking w副 appearonly 
on the Law School-generated Spring semester grade report. Multiple numerical rankings 
(i.e. tieのarepossible. Students are stro喝;1)'encouraged to cIari今toprospective 
employers if he or she is tied for a numerical ranking. lf no numerical ranking is 
indicated， the student is not in the top 20% and should refer to his or her repo口ed
q山ntileranking. 
(ili) Ranking Only in Spring Semester. For 1 Ls， numerical ranking wiJ be calculated using 
only Spring semester grades because Fall semester grades are advisory. For 2Ls and 3L丸
山enumerical ranking is based on the cumulative GPA (excluding advisory grades). For 
D巴cembergraduates， ranking "、1iJbe ca¥culated only after dle foUowing Spring grades are 
report巴d.Decemb巴rgraduates are ranked with the following Spring graduating clas. 。v) Ranking of Part Time Students. A student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program 
wiU be rank巴dwith Ful1 Time first-year students after completion of 30 credits. A 
student enroUed in the Part Time program with 30 to 59 credits wil be ranked with Full 
Time second-year sUldents. A sl11dent enrol1ed in the Part Time program with 60 or 
morc credits wil¥ b巴rankedwith Full Time third-year sUldents. 
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(h) Honors for Graduating Students 
• Summa cum laude indicates叩 overallGP A in the top 5% of the clas. 
• Magna cum laude indicates叩 m・eralGPA in theωp 10% of the clas. 
• Cum laude indicates an overall GP A in the top 25% of the clas. 
ωGrade Reporting. Studen岱 mayac白 stheir grades through the University of Haw~‘i student 
websi臼 at m¥'lIh.hawaii.edt1・ Every course taken during the se口問terand the final grade 
received， including “+"釦d“・"are indicated， unless the course is taken for “Credit/No Credit" 
or“Audit."百le“+/・"isfactored into a student's GPA. 
G) Official T ranscript. 。The Universi匂.rofHawaiγsAdmissions and Records Office prepares a student's oficial 
transcript upon request釦 dfor a small fe. The oficial transcript is cumulacive and Iists 
eve巧・ coursetaken and the final grade. τne GP A on the oficial transcript may differ 
from the GPA on the Law School grade repoロdueto Academic Regulations for the 
Law School. For ex幻nple，when a student takes a University course outside th巴Law
School， the grade for出atcourse is not computed into the Law School GPA. 
。) For 1Ls， the oficial transcript of Fall semester courses wil not indicate the advisory 
leter grades but wil show only 
keeping c∞op戸ie邸sof his or her Law School grade r民epo口s. The Law School does not 
disclose advisory grades to anyone outside the Law School. 
(k) EIigibility to Continue 
。:) A student shal be dismissed after the end of any semester， except his or her first 
semester， inwhich the student's cumulacive GPA fals below 1.60. If a non-transfer 
student earns a GPA of 1.59 or below during his or her first semester of Law School，出e
student shal be placed on probacion and not dismissed. 
Qi) A student shal be placed on probacion at the end of any semester in which his or her 
cumulacive GPA faIls below a 2.00 but above 1.59. 。i) At the end of any semester during which a student is on probation: 
1) 出estudent is restored to good academic standing and removed from probacion if 
his or her cumulacive GPA rises to 2.00 or above; 
勾出estudent shal remain on probacion if his or her cumulacive GPA remains below 
2胤)but the student earns 2.00 or above in the courses taken出atsemester; or 
3) the student shal be dismissed if the student earns a GPA of 1.99 or below in the 
courses taken出atsemester. 。v) Passing ReCjuired Courses. A student must earn a grade of “D" or above in aI required 
courses or “Credit" in courses graded for“Credit/No Credit." A student who receives 
an “F' in any part of a s巴quencialcourse required in the first-year curriculum (Contracts 
1 & JI and CiviI Procedure 1 & 1) must retake白atcourse， but may enroII in the next 
scheduled course in the sequence prior to retake. 
。) Probacion 
ωA student who is placed on probation shal: 
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1) meet wi出 theDirector of Academic Success to develop an academic plan for any 
semester during which a student is 00 probacion; 
勾 notenroIl in any CIinical or Skils course， Directed Study， orExternship; 
3) not receive Law School credit for journals， Moot Court teams， or回 ycourses taken 
outside the Law School; and 
4) not serve on a Law School Committee or serve as an officer of出eStudent Bar 
Associacion. 
(m) Retaking Courses 。Astudent otherwise eIigible to continue may retake any req凶redor elective course in 
which he or she earned出egrade of “Df“F，" or“No Credit." A course may be 
retaken 0叫yonce. Thus， ifa student receives an “F" in a req山 edcourse and， upon re-
enroIlment， again earns an “F，" the student shall be dismissed from the Law School. If a 
student initiaIly took a course on a 
t出hecourse on the s鈎am巴basis.If a student inicialy took a course for a letter grade， the 
student must retake the course on the same basis. 
。) Grade Upon Retake. Regardless of the grade earned on retake， a grade no higher than a 
“C" shaIl be entered on出estudent's Law School records rather than the higher grade， 
and this new grade of “C" or below shall be used for al pu中oses.If a lower grade is 
earned upon retake， that lower grade replaces出eoriginal grade for al purposes (e.g.， 
computation of cumulative and semester GPA). 
(出.) Treatment of Credits Earned Upon Retake. 
1) 百lecredits for the retaken course shal¥ repla白血eoriginal course credits for al 
pu中oses.
2) The official University transcript wil reflect bo出theoriginal grade and credits as 
well as the retake grade and credits. 
(0) Readmission after Academic Dismissal 
(i) A student who for academic reasons is ineIigible to continue to enrol¥ may pecicion出e
Law School Peticions Committee in writing for readmission. The Peticions Committee 
wil evaluate such pecicions according to the academic standards governing出eLaw 
School and wil grant such petitions only under the fol¥owing circumstances: 
1) For first-year students in their first semester and Part Time students in their first-
academic yeal' of study， the peticioner must prove出athe or she has a strong 
IikeLihood of compl巴tingthe Law School program and becoming a competent 
attorney; 
2) For al other students， the pecitioner must prove出athe or she was subject to 
extraordinary circumstances and that the peticioner has a strong Iikelihood of 
completing the Law School program and becoming a competent attorney; and 
3)“Extraordinary circumstanc巴s" mean:“An event or series of events that is 
unforcseeabl巴日ndunusual fol' law studcnts and that hlS an extreme adverse impact 
upon t:h巴student'sability to pursue the study of law." 
(i) 1'0 bc considered for readmission， a student ml1st sl1bmit the petition in writing to the 
Associat:e Dean for八cademic八fairsat: least 2 calendar weeks before the beginning of 
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the semester following the date of dismissal or at such earlier or later time as the 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs may de勾natein writing to出estudent. Failure to 
fiJe a timely petition constitutes a w幻verof the right to petition. 
A petitioner has the right to appear in person before the Law School Petiロons
CohmittEE and may bmg one Other person toamst ln出eadvocacy of批 petition.
The petitioner has the burden to bring al relevant evidence before出eLaw School 
Peotions Comminee. τbe Comminee may児市w 出estudent's Law School fiJe， 
induding academic records， and may actively seek additional information regarding the 
petioonムIfthe Law School Petitions Comminee decides to readmit出epetitioner，耐s
decision is final. 。v) A denial of the petioon may be appealed to出eful fac叫ty.On appeal to出eful facul匂r，
the peoooner， or his or her advocate， may address the faculty for no more than five 
minutes. No new ev吋encemay be brought before the ful fac叫匂7・However，出eful 
facu1句， may review the Law School Petioons Committee's decision de novo and may 
decide whether to readmit出epeロtioner.
Section 1.22 Dead.lines for Written Work 
(a) A student must submit al written work by the deadline set by the faα.uty member， which shall be 
no later出釦thefinal day of the exam period for the semester. 
(b) A fac叫tymember is not req凶redto accept written work submitted after the deadline. At his or 
her discretion， a facuh:y member may grant a student an extension of time upon a showing of 
good臼use，if requested in a timely manner. 
(c) For Second Year Seminar， Legal Practice 1， and Legal Practice I， a student must request an 
extension in wriong from the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs who wil determine whether 
a late paper is excused or unexcused and subject to penalty. 
(d) Delays in turning in written work because of computer-related problems are not excused. An 
excused absence does not result in an extension of time on written work unless出巴 extensionis 
approved by the Associate Dean for Student Services. 
Section 1.23 P1agiarism 
(a) Definition.“Plagiarism" is defined as the submission or presentation of any work， inany 
form， that is not a student's own， without acknowledgement of the source. A student shal 
not appropriate ideas， facts， or language丘om出ework of another without proper use of 
quotation marks， citation， or other explanatory inse口 Regardlessof intent， the failure to 
properly acknowJedge the use of another's work constitutes plagiarism. All written work， 
whether; in preliminary or final f01;m， submitted by a student in the course of law study is 
assumed to be出estudent's own work. Anything copied or paraphrased from another author or 
source must be appropriately identified， acknowledged， and attributed to that source. The use of 
another's language or the substanoal adaptation thereof without identification as a direct 
quotation by quotation marks or otherwise is plagiar即neven though the source is cited in the 
student's work. 
(b) Plagiarism Policy. The Law School policy on plagiarism is based on its fundamental 
responsibility to prepare students for the legal profession and to hold students to standards that 
reflect the ethical standards of the legal profession. A1though the professional responsibility 
rules may not specifically menoon plagiarism， when a student “borrows" language or ideas from 
others without proper attribution， for whatevcr reason (巴必，deadline pressure， personal distrcss， 
or Ignora即 e)，this violates the principles cmbodied in the professional rules， such as the Hawai‘i 
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Rules of Professional Conduct， which statぼethat “Itiおsprofes凶sionalmisconduct for a lawyeぽr~旬0:
.一.eng伊age巴Jnc∞ο nducαt invo1加，lvi吋'ngdisぬhones匂守'，fraud，d 巴c 巴it0町rmiおsr民epresenta泊oon叫1可[.]"Ru1e 8.4( c:の).
(c) Avoiding PI明白m. Law Students sho叫dca民fulyavoid plagiarism in al dasses and 
coursework by studying and understanding the definition， by consu1ting wi出 fac叫tyfor 
guidance， and by studiously and meticulously citing appropriat怠 sourcesfor any work， inany 
form，白紙 isnot a student's own. Studen臼 arealso strongly encouraged， pa出cularlypriorω 
taking Second Year Seminar， to take出eplagiarism lesson available from the Center for 
Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CAL町(availableat www.cali.org)， enotled“Plagiarism: 
Keeping Out ofTrouble." 
(d) Plagia出mSanctions. Sanctions for plagiarism in Law School are determined by出eprocess set 
forth in tl1巴DisciplinaryRegu1ation and can be severe， induding but not limited to rec白血gan
“F"in出巴course，school suspension， and exp叫sionfrom Law School. 
Section 1.24 Exams 
(のAIlstudents must comply with the exam procedures established by the Associate Dean for 
Student Services and the Regis住ar.
(b) A student who is enrolled in a course in which an exam is given w温be民q山redto take the exam 
at its regularly schedu1ed time and plaα. Failure to hand in an exam on白newill result in姐 "P"
grade or “No Credit" in the course. 
(c) Final exams ¥vil be graded anonymously according ωa system administ沼氏dby the Regisrrar. 
(d) Policies and procedures for exams 
(i) These policies and procedu民sfor exams applyωall facu1ty members and students 
unJess 0出erwiseapproved by出eAssociate Dean for Student Service5 ba5ed on 
extraordinary circumstanc巴s.。Toassure an anonymous grading system， each student ¥vil be assigned an identification 
(ID) number from the Student Services 0伍αpersemester to be u5ed on al exams for 
出atsemester. Each student i5 responsible for following al of the exam procedure5 and 
schedules as provided by the Student Serviα50伍ceand posted on the Law School 
website. 
(ii) Students shou1d contact the Assοciate Dean for Student Services ¥¥1月山in24 hours of the 
exam regarding any ir閃gu1ari守出atmay affect出eintegrit:y of the exam or exam 
performance induding potential mi5∞nduct of other students， or， computer， hardware， 
or software problems. 。v) Posting of Grades. Resu1ts of exams wil be post怠:don htt;ps: I Imyuh.hawaii.edu 
a叩pp戸ro羽叩ma陀凶l片Y3却odays after the ex 
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a) medically cenified disabilities; 
b) verified emergencies beyond出estudent's control出atsubstantially impair出E
student's ability to take the exam at the scheduled time; or 
c) for reasonable accommodaロonof religious observation in the case of serious 
incompatibility between a student's religious beliefs and a scheduled exam. 
勾 Studentsmust obtain prior written approval for the rescheduling from the Associate 
Dean for Student Se;"'Ices. Students shal not discuss the need for rescheduling 
directly wi白山 facultymember. The rescheduled exam will be given on a date to 
be dete口出nedby the Associate Dean for Student Sen'Ices. 
(¥'1) Day of Exam 
1)CEll phones and Other Electzonic dEVices arE SEdctly prohibited from bEing accessed 
during an exam. All cel phones must be turned off and yut away伽 oughoutthe 
duration of an Exam.Watches and/or Other dming devices must be SHEIKEd 
throughout the exam. Laptop computers may be used only to勺rpeexam answers 
utilizing software from Examsoft. 
2) Any books， e-books， notes or other course-related materials not au出orizedfor use 
during the exam may not be brought into the exam room， or must be placed at出巴
仕'Ontof the room during the exam. Students may not consult any unauthorized 
materials during the exam. 
(vi) Exam Confidentiality 
1) Students may not discuss the contents of an exam with faculty or other students 
unti1 grades are posted. This isnecessary to assure exam confidentiality， e.g.， inthe 
event出atsomeone is unable to take the exam at the scheduled time. 
勾 Studentsshould avoid making any references or particular notations on the exam 
伽 ta faculty member m勾.'recognize as coming from a certain student. This rule 
applies before， during， and after the exam. 
Section 1.25 Procedures for Review of Pinal Grades and Exam Papers 
(a) Exams wil be made available for review only for one year. Students wil be notified of the 
availability of exams after grades are posted. Each faculty member wil， upon request， discuss 
出estudent's final grade with出estudent in the ∞urse. 
(b) lf， after the discussion with出efac叫tymember and review of the exam， the student believes that 
his or heli grade may violate the Law School Acadernic Grievance Regulations， the student may 
pursue出er.emedies prescribed therein. 
(c) A grade may not be changed based upon a reevaluation of the student's work. 
(d) lf a fac叫ザ memberbelieves出egrade resulted from a mathematical巴rror.， the faculty member 
shal noti今theAssociate Dean for Academic Affairs， who wil circulate a 
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Section 1.26 Amendments 
(a) The Law School may periodically modi今theseregulations， which shall be binding on al 
students from the date of publication. However， any amendments regarding credit and 
cumulative GP A req山rementsfor graduation shall not apply to the prejudice of any student 
enrolled in the Law School prior to出emodification. 
Section 1.27 Appeal 
(a) Any decision made by Associat巴Deansfor Acadernic Affairs or Student Services pursuant to 
出eseRegulations may be appealed to出eful faculty by subrnitting a written petition to出E
Dean of the Law School within 10 calendar days of the decision. The appeal "吋1be heard at a 
regularly scheduled faculty meeting. At the discretion of the facul守，the petitioner may appear at 
the fac叫tymeeting. 
Section 1.28 Pro Bono Service Requirements 
(a) Required Hours. Pro Bono service is a graduation req凶rementfor al Law School J.D. students. 
Except for transfer students， law students who enroll in出eLaw School must complete 60 hours 
of Pro Bono service prior to graduation. Full Time transfer students must complete a total of 10 
hours of Pro Bono service for ev問 rsemester enrolled in出eLaw School. Part Time transfer 
students must complete a total of 10 hours of Pro Bono service for every 15 credits taken at the 
Law School. 
。コ，) Tirning of Pro Bono Service. The Pro Bono requirement may be ful印edduring one or more 
semesters and during出ewinter， spring， and summer recesses. First-year law students may 
receive credit onlY for Pro Bono service perfoロnedafter completing exams of their first 
semester. 
(c) Pre-Approval and Documentation. Law students are solely responsible for locating Pro Bono 
service opportunities wi出 qualifiedsupen'Isors and for the timely subrnission of required 
documentation， including registration forms， time sheets， student evaluations， and supervisor 
evaluations. Students are required to maintain their own copies of al papenvork subrnitted. Pro 
Bono service must be approved by the Pro Bono Program Administrator. To confirm出at出E
placement wil be approved， students are encouraged to seek approval in ad¥官 lceof 
commencement of出eirPro Bono service. 
(d) Deadline. Fai1ure to meet the Pro Bono r叩 rementprior to the student's terrninal semester 
wil result in a failure to graduate. The deadline for graduating students to complete their Pro 
Bono req山rements，including subrnission of al required documentation， isthe last scheduled 
day of classes of the semester of graduation. A student requesting an extension of the Pro Bono 
deadline must file through the Pro Bono Program Administrator and the AssocIate Director of 
Student Selvices a written petition with出efaculty demonstrating extraordinary circllmstances. 
(e) Types of Service. Pro Bono service may be fulfiled with one or more approved agencies， 
individllals， organizations， orprojects. Stlldents are encouraged to perform at least 20 hours of 
Pro Bono service with an organization receiving funding from出eState of Hawai‘i Judici:町、
Indigent Legal Assistance FlInd or with an attorney or organization providing similar legal 
services t:o indigent clients in ]-Iawai'i or in another jurisdiction. 
(り GroundRules， Professional Responsibility， Confidentiality 
(i) Stuclents participating in the Law School Pro Bono Program are not covered by the 
Rulcs of the Hawai‘i State Suprcmc Court， thus they may not give legal advice， ormake 
formal appearances in COllrt or othenvise engagc in the practice of law. The Code of 
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Professional Responsibility applies because students are work.ing under白 superv:tslon
of a licensed attomey. Hawai‘i's Rule of Professional Conduct 1.6 expressly states出ata 
Jawyer and those working for白 la¥vyermay not reveal information reiating to 
reoresentation of a client-unless the client consents or the disclosureおsot出he~仰問v羽is民E 
oe:一一……r汀mηmitJaw. A law student violating this rule risks not being licensed. 
Pro Bono service must be uncompensated and must not be service done in ful印mentof 
a reouirement for academic credit， and must be service for wruch出巴supervisorcharges 
no fEe，a subsmmlly帥 lcedfee， or is wo出ngon behalf of a non-profit， public 
mterest or govemment organIzacon. 
(tit) Pro Bono service must be supervised by an attomey， a Law 5chool facul勺rmember， or 
on other qualified supervisor approved in advance by the Pro Bono Program 
Administrator. Law students are not authorized to act as supervisors. 
ωFor more detailed information about Pro Bono service req山rements，visit白 LawSchool 
website. 
Section 1.29 Character and Fitness 
(a) A student is responsibleωdetermine and be far泊liarwi出血echaract窓口 fitness，and other 
qualifications for admission ωthe Bar. A student has a continuing duty to update出eLaw 
5chool on any incident or event that may adverseiy impact a student's character and fitness or 
qualifiαrion for admissionω 出eBar. Wri町 n民∞rdof academic or disciplinary actions may be 
included in a student's r民 ord.τ"heLaw 5chool may be req凶redto disclose a student's 
academic or disciplinary re∞rd to other institutions or stat疋BarExaminers. 
Section 1.30 Privacy駈俳句
(めThefollowing F叩1ilyEducational Rights and Privacy Act (FERP A) guidelines arな setforth by 
the University of Hawai‘i atManoa. For the most up-to-date information regarding FERPA 
guidelines，市ithttp:l/manoa.haw幻i.edu/re∞吋s/policies.htm1.
(b)百leFamily Educarional Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords students certain rights with 
respect to their educarion records: 
(i) 百 eright ωinsp巴ctand review the sn此 nt'seduc叩onre∞rds within 45 days of the 
day the University receives a requcst for access 
5tudents should submit ω出eregistrar， d回 n，head of the academic department， orother 
appropriat疋oficialwritten requests that identi今ther民0吋(s)they wish to inspect. The 
Univcrsity 0伍cialwil make arrangcments for acccss and notify the student of the time 
a吋内cewhere the records may be inspe惚 d.If the此∞rdsa陀 notmaintained by the 
U凶versityoficiaJ to whom the request was submitted， that official shall advisε出e
student of the correct oficial to whom the requcst should be addressed. 。i) The right to request the amendment of the student's cducation records which the 
student believes are inaccurate or misleading. 
5tudents may ask the University to amend a r官∞rdthat出eybeiiev官 isinaccurate or 
misJeading.τ"hey should write the university 0印cialrespon幻blefor the record， clearly 
identi今thepart of the record出eywant changcd， and speci[y why it is inaccurate or 
misJeading. 
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If出eUniversity decides not to arnend the record as requested by the student，出E
University w出 notifythe student of the decision and advise the student of rus or her 
right to a hearing regarding出erequest for arnendment. Additional information 
regarding出ehearing procedures w泊 beprovided to the student when notified of the 
right to a hearing. 
(血)The right to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information cont且inedin 
the student's education records， except to the extent出atFERP A authorizes disclosure 
without consent. 
One exception that pem山sdisclosure without consent isdisclosure to school officials 
叩 出 legitimateeducational interests. A school official is a person employed by the 
University in an administrative， supervisoη" academic or research， or suppoロ staff
position (including law enforcement unit personnei and health staff); a person or 
company with whom the Universi句"has contracted (such as an attomey， auditor， or 
collection agent); a person serving on the Board of Trustees; or a srudent serving on an 
oficial committee， such as a disciplinary or grievance committee， or assisting ano出er
school official in performing rus or her tasks. 
A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an 
education record in order to fulfillrus or her professional responsib出ty.
制 The right to file a complaint切出 theU.S. Department of Education conceming alleged 
failures by the University to comply wi出仕lereq山氏mentsof FERP A. 
FERP A isadministered by: 
Family Policy Compliance Office 
U.S. Department ofEducation 
400 Maryland Avenue， SW 
Wasrungton， DC 20202・8520
(v) Directory Information. Students are advised出at出efolO¥ving personally-identifiable 
information is considered by the U凶versi勺 tobe Directory Information and， in 
response to public inq凶ry，may be disclosed without prior consent of the student unless 
the student otherwise 50 informs出eUniversi守notto disclose such information: 
• Name of student 
• Local address and zip code ・Localteiephone number 
• Email addre5s 
• Major f.ieid of srudy 
• Educationallev巴1(i.e.， fir5t-year， second-year，出ird-year)
• Dates of atendance 
• Enrollment starus (ful time or part time) 
・De!:，'feesancl awards received 
• Most recent educational institution atended 
• Fact of participation in oficialy reCOb'1ized activites and sports 
• Weight and height of member5 of athletic teams 
八studenthas t:he I'ight torequest that al of the above items not be designated Directorv 
Jnformat:ion ¥Vith respect 10 that sr吋Enr SlmllEl a mdentwistItO EXErcise this riht，h-
01' she must inpcrson日ndin ¥VJ'it略 notea山
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出釦 14calendar days from the first day of instruction for the academic term or semester 
or批 fou巾 dayof a山 nmersession， inform each Campus Registrar of each campus 
he or she is attending wruch of the above items ar官 notto be disclosed切出outthe prior 
consent of that student. At UH Manoa， report to出eO伍ceof Admissions， Queen 
Lil‘uokaJani Center for Student Services Room 001，ωmake出isrequest. 
Note: Submission of出isFERP A nondisclosure of directory information 伐 questdoes 
not automatically remove students from出eUH Directory of email addresses， which is 
accessible only to those wi出validUH email accounts. 
To remove yourself from the UH Online Directory: 
. Login ωMyUH athnps: / /mvuh.hawaiiedu 
• Select出eMy ProfiJe tab 
• 1ρok for UH Online Directory， Options for Students， select Opt-out 
Students are advised that institutional policy and procedu民S 民q凶民:dunder FERP A 
have been published as Administrative Procedure A7.022 Procedures Relating to 
Protection of the Educational Rights and Privacy of Students. Cοpies of Administrative 
Procedure A 7.022 may be obtained from the 0伍ceof the Vice Chancellor for Students. 
Visit the Student Afi耐rsw官bsite，h位以//studentaffairs.manoa.hawaii.edu/ for more 
加formation.
Parents and/or spouses are ad市 edthat information contained in educational records， 
exαpt as may be determined to be Directory Information， wil not be disclosed叩出out
the prior written consent of the student. 
Section 1.31 Law School PoIicy Regarding Directory Infonnation 
(a) 百leLaw School policy is出atany requests regarding directory information for law students shall 
be directedωthe Law School Registrar. Fac叫tyand/or other staff members shall not release 
directory information. 
0φJ) 百1児eLaw School has adopt館疋吋:ds凶ct，匂:errest町凶rictionsr代elat飽疋dω publ凶icinquiries f<ゐorinformation， and 
wil disclose only出efollowing information without prior consent of a student un]ess a student 
otherwise so informs the University not to disclose such information: 
• Name of student 
• Oates of attendance 
• Enrollment status (ぬItime or part time) ・Oegreesand awards received 
(c) 百leLaw School wil shat:e the dir;e氾totyinformation of a student who has graduated wi白山E
Alumni Association unless the student infot:ms the University according to Section 1.29(b)(v) 
above. 
Section 1.32 University of Hawai'i (UH) Email 
(a) Important information from the University and Law School wil be sent through a stud巴nt'sUH 
email account (UH username@hawaii.edu). Emails sent through a student's UH email account 
are considered an oficial channel of communication by the Univcrsity. Thereforc， itis thc 
student's responsib出tyto check rus or her UH email on a regular basis. 
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Section 1.33 Record of Academic Perfonnance 
(a) ¥Xlithout written consent of the current or former 抑止nt， any evaluation of academic 
performance of the current or former student shal not be disclosed to any person who is not an 
employee of the University acting in an official capacity. Provisions of the Farnily Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA 20 Uふc.~ 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99) shall govem the handling 
of student records. Under no circumstances wil information about a current or former 
student's academic record (including grades and GPA) be made known to出estudent over the 
telephone or by email. A student may request access to his or her academic records by 
appearing in person at出eLaw School， vi出 photo1.0.，組dby completing a written request to 
review lus or her record. 
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The Supplemental Academic Reguiarions for Ulu Lehua Program are undergoing rev:isions and wil be 
posted on the Law School website. 
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The Academic Regulaoons for the ].D. Program apply to al Part Time Students and are incorporated 
herein by reference・Thesesupplemen凶 regulationsare specifically for students enrolled in the Evening 
Part Time Program. In出eevent of a conflict between the t¥Vo sets of academ.ic regulations， the 
Supplemental Academ.ic Regulations for the Part τ'ime Program shall controL 
Section 3.01 Program of Study 
(の ABAstandards prohibit any student working more than 20 hours per week from enrolling in 
more伽 n12 credits per semester. A regular semester course load for a part time stu 
tω01日1credits. 
(b) On a showing of good cause and wi出 priorwritten approval of the Associate Dean for Student 
Services， a student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program in good acadernic standing may 
enroll in 12 credits a semester. A student taking 12 credits a semester will be classified by the 
Universi勺，as a ful time student for financial aid purposes. Any reduction in credits will result 
in a change in financial aid for the student. 
(c) With the prior written approval of the Associate Dean for Student Services， a student enrolled 
in the Evening Part Time Program may enroll in less出an9 credits in a semester. Any 
reduction below 9 credits will result in a change in financial aid for the student. 
(d) To remain enrolled and in good academ.ic standing， a sn此 ntenrolled in the Evening Part Time 
Program must l'egister for at least 6 credits and complete at least 3 of those credits. 
(e) A student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program may not take elecove courses， except 
]anuary Term courses， until the completion oflus or her first acadernic year at the Law SchooL 
(f) A student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program may enroll in one ]anuary Term course 
during lus or her first academ.ic year at the Law Schoo1. A student enrolled in the Evening Part 
Time Program may enroll in up to two January Term courses in subsequent academ.ic years. 
(g) A student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program may enroll in an Externslup afl町
comple包onof his or her first academ.ic year at出eLaw Schoo1. 
(h) A student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program can receive credit for Pro Bono Services 
after completion of exams for lus or her first semester of Law SchooL 
ωAfter completion of al req凶redcourses in the first two academ.ic years of the part time 
curriculum and wi出 priorwritten approval of the Associate Dean for Student Services， a 
student enrolled in the Evening Part Time Program in good acadernic standing may transition 
to the Full Time Program. 。Astudent enr 
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(LL.M.) Program for Foreign Law Graduates 
The Academic ReguIations for the J.D. Program apply to LL.M. students， with the exception of the ].D.， 
Ulu Lehua Scholars and Evening Part Time Program req山氏ments. ln the event of a conflict， the 
Supplement Academic Regulations for the LL.M. Program shall control. 
Section 4.01 Requirements for the Master ofLaws (LL.M.) Degree 
(a) Full time study in the Law School for two academic semesters. 
。) To be considered“F叫1Time" for Law School enrollment purposes， students must 
register for at least 12 credits and receive a passi略 gradein at least 9 of those credits. 
Withdrawal from a course prior to the completion of the semester也atcauses the 
student to fal below 12 credits will result in failure to be considered“ful也ne."Under 
extraordinary circumstances and 切出 priorwritten peロnissionof the Associate Dean for 
Student Services or his or her designee， a student may register for as few as 10 credits 
and stil be considered ful time for出atsemester， provided the student receives a 
passing grade for at least 9 of those credits. 
(u) Students may take more than 12 credits each semester; if they wish to enroll in more 
出an16 credits during one semester，出eymust have the written permission of the LL.M. 
Director. 
(b) A minimum of 24 credit hours or more earned over the two semesters. 
(ω。Agrade of 
a cumulative gra吋d巴poωinta引.v屯erageof 2.0 0町rbetter in a幻tle巴aおst24 credits for students who opt for 
t出he].D. grading option. 
(dの)S臼a幻叩ti出おsfact.ωor巧yc∞ompμl巴d∞on oft出hecourse ‘“‘τlnt位roductio∞ntωoAmerican Law九.
(紛Eの)All outstanding obligations tωO 出e Law School and/or t出heUniverお悶s幻i勺守r，such as emergency student 
loans， keys， parking fmes and borrowed library books must be satisfied before graduation. 
Section 4.02 Courses 
(a) Students are req凶redto complete the course on “Introduction to American Law，" which is 
offered on a Credit/No Credit basis for al LL.M. students. 
(b) With山口ceptionof certain limited叩 rollmentand legaI writing or clinical courses， LL.M. 
students may enroll in any course offered 紅白eLaw School， subject to the approval of the 
LL.M. Director. Students may enroll in limited-enrollment courses with出epermission of the 
faculty member or after successfully participating in a course lottery for LL.M. students in the 
Fall or Spring semester. LL.M. students are not p巴rmittedto practice law under the Hawai‘i 
Supreme Court student practice rule. 
(c) LL.M. students who wish to enroll in a cours巴 withprerequisites must have completed the 
prerequisites or courses that the facuh:y member agrees are equivalent to the prerequisites. 
(d) LL.M. stuclents are not required to e川 olin first-year courses， but they may choose to do so， 
with the exception of writing courses. With the permission of the LL.M. Director and the 
f:lc11ty member， they may enroll in only one semester of a ful year course. 
(e) LL.M. stl1clenrs may in thcir seconcl semester earn up to two credits for participating in an 
approv巴d巴xternshipin llonolulu. LL.M. stuclents ar巴 responsiblefor obtaining their own 
placement approvecl by the Ext:ernship Director. 八1externships are graclecl on a Credit/No 
Credit basis. 
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(LL.M.) Program for Foreign Law Graduates 
の LL.M. students may also enroll in a Directed Study， LA ¥Y/ 576V，叩仕1a member of出eLaw 
School fac叫ty.Any directed srudy course must be approved by bo白出eLL.M. Director and 
the individual faculty member. Credit for directed srudy shal be liITUted to 3 credit hours， in
addition to lntroduction to American Law・Onlyone directed srudy course may be taken in any 
semester. 
(g) With出eperITUssion of the LL.M. Director， LL.M srudents may enroll in graduate courses (600 
level or above) outside the Law School. Up to 6 credit hours may be credited towards出e
ITUrumum number of credits req山氏dfor an LL.M. degree. 
(h) ¥Y/ith the pem由sionof the professor， LL.M. srudents may also audit courses. Audited courses 
appear on the transcript but do not count towards the required ITUrumum credits. 
Section 4.03 Grades 
(a) Unless a student elects to rake a course for a leter grade， LL.M. students will be graded in al 
acadeITUc work carried for credit 明白 thegrades of Credit or No Credit. LL.M. srudents must 
receive a grade of Credit in a ITUrumum of 24 credits. No GPA w出 becalculated for LL.M. 
students graded on血issystem. 
(b) With the pem山sionof the LL.M. Director， LLM. srudents may elect to be graded on the same 
scale and in the same manner as ].D. students， on a scale of “A+" through“F，" as set out in the 
acadeITUc reguIations for ].D. students. LL.M. srudents who elect出ismethod must maintain a 
2.0 or better GP A in a minirnum of 24 credits. 
(c) LL.M. srudents wil not be ranked. 
付) LL.M. students must e1ect their gradi略 optionwhen白eyregister for courses at the beginrung of 
each semester. LL.M. students may change their grading option only with the consent of the 
LL.M. Director; no change in grading option may be made after October 15 for the fal semester 
and after March 15 for the spring semester. 
(e) “No Credit" grades shal not count toward ful time status requirements and shall not count in 
the credit hours required for graduation. 
(f) LL.M. students who are contemplating pursuing a certificate outside the Law School should 
consult with出erelevant departrnent or program about the grading policy， asCredit/No Credit 
grades may not count towards the course requirements in出atprogram or departrnent. 
Section 4.04 Eligibility to Continue 
(a) A student on the Credit/No Credit grading option who receives more than 3 but les than 6 
credits of “No Credit，shall be allowdto continue in the LL.M.Program buE may bc placed on 
probation. A student who has been pがla筑c巴吋don proba叩U∞onin the fi恥rs坑t5犯巴m巴ωst隠巴rof t出h
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(d) LL.M. students who have chosen the graded option shall not be eligible to continue to enroll 
beyond出eend of the semester after which their cumulative average fals below 1.60， but shall 
b巴disITUssedfrom the program. 
(e) A student who substantially completes出eLL.M. req山rementsmay for good cause petition出E
Petitions Committee to complete the remairung credit or GPA req山rementsby an alternative 
exam， work product or additional coursework. 
(f) The rules in出issection may be waived by the Petitions ComITUttee， attheir sole discretion， 
upon petition by a student showing cause why they should be waived. 
Section 4.05 Exams 
(の Examprocedures as established by the Registrar and Associate Dean for Student Services are 
inco中oratedby reference. 
(b) lf English is not the student's first language and the student has not previously studied in the 
Uruted States， extra time may be granted for the completion of出eexam and a dictionary may be 
used， inaccordance with the exam procedures established by the Registrar and Associate Dean 
for Student Services. 
Section 4.06 Withdrawal from Courses 
(ゆ During出eLaw School's drop/add period， LL.M. students may freely withdraw from any 
e1ective course， but should consider how itaffects their semester of ful time study. From出at
time until the date set by the Uruversi勺ras th巴lastday for res住icted¥vithdrawal， a student must 
have written perITUssion from the Associate Dean for Student Services to ¥vithdraw. After that 
date， no ¥vithdrawals are perITUtted except under unusual circumstances beyond出estudent's 
control. 
Section 4.07 Part Time Employment 
(a) The Law School strongly discourages LL.M. students from raking any employment during the 
school term. Because of the demands placed on LL.M. students during their one year of LL.M. 
study， their learrung and acadeITUc progress may be seriously comproITUsed by the distractions 
employment is likely to bring. Any employment must be approved by the Associate Dean for 
Student Services and under no circumstances may any LL.M. student engage in work for more 
than 24 per week during school tem1S. Those who violate出ispolicy may be held accountable 
under the Academic Regulations. LL.M. students should also be advised that the need to work 
may not be raised as a justi今ingfactor in the process of appealing acadeITUc ac∞ns or as a 
defense for failing to meet academic deadlines or attendance req山氏ments.
Section 4.08 Richardson LL.M. Students Applying to Transfer to the Richardson].D. 
Program 
(の Qua凶edstudents who a陀 currentlyenroLled in the Law School's LL.M. program may apply to 
the J.o. program as transfer stu吋ld配伽e白I附 w叩id加}
forth below. 
(i) LL.M. students who plan to apply to the J.D. program are stongly encouraged to 
discus rheir inrerest in applying wir.h ¥'h巴 LL.M.faculty advi5cr before applying to 
tran5fer 1'0 t:he J.o program. 
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(LL.M.) Program for Foreign Law Graduates 
。i) LLM. studen岱 appl戸19to transfer to出e].D. program must elect the standard ].D. 
grading option (usually“'A" to“Fj for al their Spring semester courses. Permission to 
take ].D. grades during the Spring semester wil be granted only when final Fal semester 
res叫tsare available回 dreviewed by出eLL.M. faculty adviser. 
(ili) With express approval from the LL.M. faαllty adviser， LL.M. students may also be 
permitted to take their Fall semester ∞urses， with出eexception of In住oductionto 
American Law， for ].D. grades. 
制 LL.M.students who wish to apply to transfer to山].D.Program must complete the 
legal writing and research course offered to LL.M. students in出eirLL.M. year. 
(v) LL.M. transfer applications must be submitted to the Director of Admissions no later 
than the Fall Transfer/Visitor deadline in the year in which the applicant wishes to 
transfer to出e].D. program. Except in extraordinary circumstances， a student wishing 
to transfer to めe ].D. program under 出s pro吋sion must apply 
to do so as a current LL.M. student at the Law School. 
(吋AllLL.M.-to-].D. ttansfer applications must contain山 following:
1) 百 eapplication form， transcrip民 personalstatement， and letters of reference 
contained in their LL.M. files， which wil be made clirectly available to出E
Admissions Committee; 
勾 Anew personal statement， which may take出eform of a letter addressed to出E
Director of Admissions， describing出eapplic叩 t'sbackground and interests and 
setting forth the reasons for applying to transfer to山 ].D.program; 
3) An updated CV 出atincludes any work or other experience as well as the applicant's 
educational background; 
4) 百leapplicant's grades from at Jeast one semester of study at the Law School or， if
available， both semesters of study. Grades from the Spring semester wil be 
transmitted by the Law SchooJ Registrar directly to the Director of Admissions as 
soon as出eyare posted; 
5) Leters of recommendation from two Law SchooJ professors evaluating the 
applicant's course of study at the L包wSchooJ; and 
6) 官leAdmissions Committee may re<Juest an assessment of the student's writing 
ability from the student's legal writing instructor. 
(b) LL.M.-to-J.D. transfer applicanぉ donot need to complete the 0凶neTransfer/Visitor 
application on LSAC.org， 017pay an application fe. 
(の百leAdmissions Committee wil make its decisions on applications from LL.M. students in th巴
summer when it meets to consider transfer applications. The Committee's decision wil be 
based uponめeapplicant's experience and credentia 
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出eapplicant had elected the ].D. grading option for Fall semester courses. Any offer of 
admission made ¥vithout Spring grades would be contingent upon出estudent remaining in good 
academic standing through that semester. 
(e) Successful applicants wil be permitted to transfer credits for any Law School course taken for 
].D. grades and apply those credits towards出ereq凶rementsfor the ].D. degree. No credits 
from courses taken for LL.M. grades (‘Credit/No Credit勺maybe applied towards the credit 
req山rementsof出巴].D.degree， unless the standard ].D. assessment for those courses is made 
on a “Credit/No Credit" basis. 
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Artic1e V. Disciplinary Regu1ations 
Section 5.01 Disciplinary Action 
(a) Policies. AIl L宮，wSchool students a民 subjectboth to出eUniversiry of Hawai‘i Student Cοnduct 
Code (UH-SCC)， and to出eWilliam S. Richardson Law School Student Handbook (WSRSしS同
policies， rules and Disciplinary Regulat:ions. The UH-SCC is avaiJable through the Universiry of 
Hawai‘ at Manoa 0日c巴 of Student Affairs website: 
htm:/ / studentaffairs.manoa.hawall.edu/oolicies/ conduct codeL;出eWSRSL-SH is avai¥able on 
the Law School website: www.law.hawaii.edu / studen出andbook.
(b) Scope. The Law School disciplinary act:ions governed by these regulat:ions include the following 
conduct: 。Conductin violat:ion ofUH-SCC; 
ωConduct in violat:ion of WSRSL・SHpolicies，叫esor Disciplinary Regulat:ions; 
(山 Conductin violation of State or Pederallaw; and 
(iv) Other conduct not commensurate with professional standards of conduct req凶redof 
lawyers， including， but not lirnited to，出eHawai‘i Rules of Professional Conduct. 
(c) Applicabiliry.τnese regulations apply to al Law School students， including: 
(i) Students visit:ing at another law school; 
(u) Students visiting the Law School from other schools; and 
(iu) Transfer students. 
The Law School policies，叫es，and Disciplinary Regulat:ion also apply to non・lawstudents 
taking Law School classes and may be enforced by the La¥V School against non-law students 
and/or referred to the Univ巴rsi匂'sVice Chancellor for Students， Office of Judicial Affairs. 
Section 5.02 Disciplinary Violations 
(の Disciplinaryviolat:ions include actions出atviolate UH-SCC or WSRSL-SH policies， rules and 
regulat:ions， orState and Pederallaw， including， but not lirnited to: 。WilIfulor repeated faiJure to comply叩出 UHor Law School policies，叫es，or 
regulations. 。i) Interference with the rights of students， faculty， or staff， including， but not lirnited to， 
出eprotect:ion against unlawful discrirninat:ion， harassment， pornography， obscenity， and 
defamation. 。i) Disruption or imp幻rmentof Law School activities or operations involving conduct by 
itself or in conjunction with the conduct of others when the student knew or reasonably 
should have known that such disruption or impairment ¥Vould occur. 
(iv) Plagiarism on any work for any c1ass or exam， including al written work， whether 
preliminary or final form， and regardless of intent to commit plagiarism. 
(v) Violation of ru¥es for exams， inclllding those established by the Law School or by the 
facllt)' membcr giving t:he ex:un， for any mid-term， interim， or final exam， assignment， 
pap巴r，or“t:ake home" exam. 
(vi) Faillre to report any violation of r.hese regulations when the student has reasonable 
grollnds to believe thlt sllch a violation has occllrred. 
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Obstrucoon or prevenoon of the enforcement of these regulaoons or knowingly 
px:ovi品Jgfalse informaoon to出eLaw School regarding a report or complaint. 
Failure to cooperate with the Disciplinary Committee， including， but not limited to: 
1) Failing to appe紅叩dtesofy ¥vithout reasonable jusoficaoon (excluding the student 
defendant) or failing to produce requested documents or other evidenoary material; 
勾Misrepresenongmaterial facts before出eDisciplinary Committee; or 
3) Concealing or destro戸19evidence in order to hinder the prosecuoon of any 
complaint. 
Misrepresentaoon. “Misrepresentaoon" is defined as any act or omission出atis 
decepove or misleading and by which a student gains or 矧 emptsto gain a ben巴fitor 
advantal!'e from the Universitv. its facultv. staf. or students. or oersons dealinl! with出e色;，‘})...， . ..-....， . r-.... ----..b
University. Examples of出isvioJaoon include， but are not limited to: 
1) Forging or altering any University document， record， orinsttument of idenofication; 
勾 Furnishingany person material informaoon related to出estudent's academic record 
or University or Law School acovioes出atthe student knows is false. 
3) lnterference wi出 property.“Interferencewi出 property"is de白nedas any taking or 
destroying of the property of the U凶versity，the Law School， the Law Library， or 
出eirfac凶ty，staff， or students. Such proper勺rincludes， but is not limited to， 
materials in the Law School Library. Examples of出isviolaoon include， but are not 
limited to: 
a) stealing， damaging， ordestroying books， notes， computers， or0出erbelongings; 
b) stealing， hiding， orvandalizing library or teaching materials; 
め stealing，damaging， destroying， interfering with normal operations of， or 
otherwise abusing compuong or information technology resources including 
hardware， software， systems， networks， and services; 
d) unauthorized vi即 ingof or entry into a document or file， touse， read， orchange 
the contents， orfor any other unauthorized purpose; 
e) unauthorized transfer or copying of a document or file; 。unauthorizeduse of another. individ叫 'sidenofication， password， oremail; 
g) use of compuong or other facilities to interfere with the work of any student， 
faculty， orstaf; 
h) use of computing or other facilities to create， send， or wil白lIyview or share 
obscene， harassing， discriminatory， orabusive messages; 
j) unauthorized use of email or email services， or copying， facsimile， media or 
phone equipment (including voic 
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1) Submitting another's work as one's own; 
2) Fabricating or falsiちringdata in research: 
3) Altering the record of any assessment， points， orgrade; 
4) Altering answers after an exam has been submitted; 
5) Falsi骨ingany oficial U出versityor Law School record; or 
6) Misrepresenting facts to obt.1In academic benefits or privi!eges such as exempoons 
from course req凶rements.
(幻) Aiding and abetong. Any intentional act to出 orabet a吋olaoonof山 seregulaoons 
shalJ be subject to disciplinary action. 
Section 5.03 Unprofessional Conduct 
(の Generalrule. Any student who engages in unprofessional conduct 明白 regardto any matter， 
whe出eror not related ω出eUH-SCC or other WSRSL-SH policies，叫es，or regulaoons， may be 
subject to disciplinary action pursuant to th問 regulations.τneLaw School is req凶 edto report 
unprofessional conduct to bar examiners. 
(b)“Unprofessional conduct" is broadly defined as conduct: 
。) that involves此 galactivi句;
(u) 出atinvolves dishones守，fraud， or deceit; or 
(山)出atadversely reflects on the fitness of the student for admission to the bar. Including， 
but not limited to， conduct出atwould violate the Hawai 'iRules of Professional 
Conduct or other standards of professional ethics established for lawyers. 
(c) Examples of unprofessional conduct include， but are not limited to: 
。) Failure to comply叩出Universityor Law School policies， rules， orregulaoons relating to 
student conduct and discipline whether or not such conduct also subjects出estudent to 
University disciplinary action or other sanctions. 
(u) Conduct in violation of public law whether or not such conduct also subjects the student 
to criminal， civil， administrative， or other sanctions. In making determinations of 
conduct in violation of public law，出eLaw School may consider relevant opinions and 
decisions by中eState of Hawai‘i Office of DisciplinaηCounsel and other analogous 
agencles 10 other states. 
Section 5.04 Reporting of Allegations， Investigation， and Presentation of Charges 
(a) Pr巴servationof Anonymi匂 andConfidentiality. Throughout al phases of any disciplinary 
proceedings，subject to theneEds of t1E Law School to conduct a Etasoruble inmsdpuomω 
consult with University or other authorities or experts， and to maint乱inacademic policies and 
p-cEdum，au personsirmlved in allEgadom of nmcoMuct or disciplinary procetdnpshall 
take reasonabl巴 stepsto maintain the anonymity and confidentiality of the student(s)， faculty， 
staff， or orhel・pCl'sonmaking t 
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or conferwi白出eperson mak.ing the allegations at the earliest possible oppo町unityto determine 
the nature， extent， and seriousness of the allegations.τne Dean or Associate Dean shall provide 
出eperson who alleges disadvantage or harm from misconduct by a law student: 
Q) a copy of the Disciplinary Regulations; 
向 informationon his or her rights under relevant University or Law School policies， rules， 
or regulations; 。i) refe釘alsfor support and counseling services， ifappropriate; and 
制 限 liminary抑止micaccommodation， which may become permanent 泊紅白E
completion of the investigation. 
(c) Written Repo抗叩dlnioaoon of Investigaoon. If the person mak.ing an allegation of student 
misconduct seeks to have the Law School initiate an investigation or impose sanctions on the 
student defendant， that person shal submit a written report of th.e allegations to the Dean or an 
Associate Dean. If the person mak.ing an allegation fails to submit a written report in a timely 
manner， an Associate Dean， faculty， or staff member may submit a written report of the 
allegaoons to the Dean requesong the initiaoon of an investigation and sancoons. The Dean 
shal promptly initiate an investigaoon of any substanoal allegation of student misconduct or may 
designate an Associate Dean， fac叫ty，or staff member to conduct the invesogation and report to 
the Dean. 
(d) Meeong wi出 theStudent Defendant. At the earliest opportunity， the Dean or an Associate 
Dean shal: 。1) meet wi出 orotherwise discuss the allegaoons and range of possible sanctions wi白血E
student defendant; 
(u) provide the student defendant wi由 acopy of the Disciplinary Regulaoons and oth巴r
relevant UH・SCCor WSRSL-SH policies， rules， orprocedures; 
(泌) inform the student defendant of his or her rights， including the right ωremain silent， 
that any statement by the student defendant may be used against him or her， and of the 
right to counsel at his or her own expense; and 。v) inform the student defendant about the oming， nature， and seriousness of the potential 
disciplinary proceedings. 
(e) Tempora17y Suspension of a Student Defendant. In an emergency， the Dean may temporarily 
suspend a student defendant prior to any meeong， investigation， or hearing， provided出ata 
meeting， investigaoon， and hearing pursuant to出cseregulations is conducted within a 
reasonable ome thereafter. if the student defendant objects to出etemporary suspension. 
ExampJes of emergencics include situations where the student defe 
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transcript. The person mak.ing出eallegaoon and出estudent defendant shall be informed 
promptly of the Dean's determinaoon and the matter shal be considered closed. 
ωInforma¥ Disposition of Allegaoons. After a preliminary invesogaoon of the allegations of 
student misconduct， ifthe Dean determines出at出eallegations appear well founded and an 
informa¥ resolution is in the best interests of the Law Schoo¥ and students involved， the Dean or 
Associate Dean may seek to reach an informal disposioon of the allegations. The Dean or 
Associate Dean shall provide a written proposal of the informal disposition tO the student 
defendant， who shall agree or object to批 proposedinformal disposition wi出in7 calendar days 
of the receipt. If an agreement of informal disposioon is promptly reached， the Dean or 
Associate Dean and the student defi巴ndantshall sign the agreement， no formal action shall be 
taken against the student d巴fendant，and no record shall be made of the matter出血estudent's 
law schoo¥ record or upon the student's University transcript. The person ma凶J.g出eallegation 
shall be informed promptly of the Dean's determination and the matter shall be considered 
dosed. Under some circumstances，出eDean may be req山redto report to bar examiners in也e
state where th巴studentdefendant may seek to pracoce ¥aw the result of an informal disposioon 
of a disciplinary violation or vio¥aoon出atconstitutes unprofessional conduct. 
。.1) Formal Disposition of Allegations. After a preliminary investigation of the allegations of student 
misconduct， ifthe Dean determines出atthe allegaoons appear well founded and may wa百回t
formal disciplinary action， orif the student defendant has failed to agree to a proposed informal 
disposition， the Dean shall inioate formal disposition of the allegations through: 。writtenpresentation of charges to the Law School Disciplinary Committee; or 
。) written referra¥ of the matter to the University of Hawai‘at Manoa Associate Vice 
Chancellor for Students， Office for Judicial Affairs and providing a copy to出estudent 
defendant. 
ωPresentaロonof Charges to Disciplinary Committee. To initiate a formal disposioon， the Dean 
shall direct the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs， or their designee， toprompdy draw up 
charges against the student defendant and shall refer the matter to the Law School Disciplinary 
Committee. The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs shall transmit the charges in writing both 
to the student defendant and to出eDisciplinary Co 
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DisdPHIZarv Committee for a joint haEiZIg-IL h the judgment ofthE Disciplinary Committee，a 
separate he戸ngshou1d be held for any reason in the case of a町 suchstudents， the Disciplinary 
Committmconvened to hEar the charges may hold SEparate heanngs.If one Of rrlore of thE 
studen岱 chargedm a johtheadng Elect to have a sepantE hearmg，thE Disciplinary CornmlttEE 
shall hold sEpazmheamp.Honeor rmrE ofthE Students charged in a JOint hearing Elect tT 
have d1E Disciplinarv Committee consist solely of thrEE fhculty members，出ereconstituted 
three・membercom日住民 shalconstitute出eDisciplinary Committee in出ecase of al student 
defend叩 ts.
(伸dの)R恥知脳e白叩s幻吻i
Diおscipが凶linar巧yCommi批t岱e伐efels t出ha削幻t白emembe訂r'、sr児凶e1ationshipw吋it白heither 出巴 case or the 
indiv吋idualsinvolvもedwould af仔'fectd出1emember's ab泌ryto render an impartial judgment， the 
member shal immediately resign from the Disciplinary Committee and a replacement shall be 
selected by the Dean. 
Section 5.06 Disdplinary Comrnittee Procedure and the Rights of the Student 
(a) Hearing Date. Upon presentation of charges against a student defendant，批 Disciplinary
Committee convened to hear出echarges shal promptly set the earliest possible date for a 
hearing by the DiscipJinary Committee consistent wi白出epreparation of the case by tl1巴
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and by the student defendant. Because the Disciplinary 
Committee onIy si岱 duringFall and Spring semesters， the hearing on charges brought late in one 
semester may be deferred untiI the foJlowing semester. Under urgent circumstances， the Dean 
may request the Disciplinary Committee to meet during off-du勺rperiods or substitute fac凶ty
committee members who are willing to do so. 
(b) Notice to出eStudent Defendant. The Disciplinary Committee convened to hear charges against 
a student defendant shall promptly inform the student defendant of出ehearing date in writing， 
and shall promptly transmit the foJlowing to the student: 
ωa written copy of the charges made and referred to出eCommittee; and 
(u) copies of al supporting documents submitted to批 Committee・
(c) Presentation of the Case.τ'he Associate Dean for Academic Affairs shall prepare the case and 
present the facts in the proceedings before the Disciplinary Committee.τ'he Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs shal have the right to be assisted by counsel. 
(d) Student Defendan.t's Rig 
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ω Ru1es of Evidence. The rules of evidence applicable to criminal and civil白山 donot govern 
hearings before the Disciplinary Committee. Except as otherwise provided in出 sarticle， and 
subject to disapprovaI by majority vote of the Committee， the Chai.r of the Disciplinary 
Committee may mak巴suchrulings as to the admissibility of evidence出atin the judgment of the 
Chair will expedite出ehearing and ensure due process. 
小)Disciplinary Committee Hearings. The place of the hearing befo.re a DiscipJinary Committee 
shall be determined by the Committee. Hearings are norrnally closed. However， the student 
defendant may e1ect to have出ehearing open to the public. 。TapeRecordings. Disciplinary Committee hearings， except for the Committee's deliberations， 
shal be recorded in ful， held confidentially in出E臼esof the Law School， and made available to 
出estudent defendant， or the student's authorized representative(s)， for review upon timely 
wtItten request within one year of出econclusion of the hearing. Such materials shall be kept by 
出eLaw School for a period of time， no les than three years， consistent ¥vith the University's 
record retention policies and/or practices. 。Ru1esof Procedure. Except as otherwise provided in血isarticle，出eDisciplinary Committee 
may adopt such procedural rules as in the judgment of the Committee will expedite出ehearing 
and ensure due process. 
(k) Burden of Proof. The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs bears the burden of proof to 
establish by clear and convincing evidence that the student defendant violated the UH-SCC or 
the WSRSL-SH policies， rules， orre思l1ations.
Section 5.07 Disciplinary Comrnittee Decisions 
(a) Disciplina匂rCommittee Deliberations in Private. After receiving al the evidence， statements， 
and arguments submitted at出ehearing，出eDisciplinaηr Committee shall deliberate in private. 
(b) Majority vote requi.red.τ'he DiscipJinary Committee's decisions shall be reached by majority 
vot巴.
や) Acquittal. If a majority of the Disciplinary Committee finds白紙 arule violation or 
unprofessional conduct has not been established by clear and convincing evidence， the student 
defendant shall be acquitted. In such a case， the charges shall be dismissed and no record shall 
be made of the matter in出巴 student'slaw school record or upon出estudent's Universit:y 
transcript. An acq山talis a final decision and may not be appealed to the Disciplinary Review 
Panel. 
(d) Violation Established. lf the Disciplinary Committee decides that a violation has been 
established， the Committee shaU determine the specific disciplinary action or sanction that in its 
judgment is warranted. The Committee shaU promptly set forth its decision in 乱、lritten
confidential r巴portto the Dean containing the Committ町、 findingsof fact and conclusions 
based upon the evidence introduced at the hearing. The studen.t defendant shall promptly be 
given a copy of the Disciplinary Committee's report， and notified of the right to appeal to出e
DiscipLinary Review Panel. lf the student defendant fails to appeal， the Committee's decision is 
final immcdiateiy ancl the Dean shall direct thc relcvant p巴rsonsto implcment the decision. 
(e) Form of Disciplinary Action. The Disciplinary Committee has broad discretion to recommend 
appropriat:e c1isciplinary action or sanctions. 1n dctermining the appropriate action or sanction， 
I'hc Committee may rak巴intoconsicleration factors beyond thosc at issue at the hearing， such as 
academic or professional impact on the sludent defendant (巴必， the effect of a grade reduction 
on the st:udent's GP八)， on the person making the allegation， or on thc Law School as a whole. 
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百leゐrmsof disciplinary action白紙 maybe taI叩1pursuant to出edecision of a Disciplinary 
Committee or the Dean incJude but are not limited to: 
ωReprimand. The student defendant may receive a reprimand， which becomes part of the 
student's Law School record， but is not recorded upon the student's Universi匂
官anscopt.
何 Censure. 百lestudent defendant may receive a censure， which becomes part of the 
student's Law School record and is recorded upon出estudent's Universi匂rtranscopt. 。i) Grade Reduction or Revocation of PriviIege， Certificate， or Degree. The student 
defendant's grade in the course in which an alleged violation occurred may be reduced 
by one or more grade leveIs or rescinded. Inany case involving a finding of cheating on 
a assignment or fi叫 examinationin a course or intentional plagiarism on a paper in a 
course， seminar， orsupervised writing project， the presumptive sanction shall be出at出E
student receives a grade of “F' (or in the case of a “Credit/No Credit" course， a grade 
of“No Credit勺.百eCommittee may， inits discretion， deviate from this presumption. 
τbe Committee may also determine that a previously awarded priviIege， certificate， or 
degree gained through the violation may be revoked. 。v) Suspension.τbe student defendant may be suspended from the Law School for a 
determinate period with permission to rerurn at the end of that period.τbe suspension 
becomes part of the student's Law School record and may be recorded upon出e
student's University位anscript.A suspension may be stayed subject to出eprovision 
出at白estay shaIJ terInInate automatically if， during such stay， the student defendant is 
found to have again violated these regulations. 
(v) Exp叫sion. 百 estudent defendant may be expelIed. 百leexpulsion terminates the 
student's status as a law student and permanently ends the student's studies at出eLaw 
School.τbe expulsion becomes paロofthe student's permanent Law School record and 
is recorded upon the student's Un.iversity transcript. 
(f) Notice to State Bar Examiners. Any Disciplinary Committee finding of a disciplinary violation 
or a violation that constitutes unprofessional conduct shaIJ be reported to the Bar Examiners of 
the Supreme Court of the State of Hawai'i or to any similar agency in another jurisdiction in 
which the student defendant may seek to practiαlaw. 
Section 5.08 Appea1 ofDisciplinary Comrnittee Decisions 
(a) Appeal to the Disciplinary Review Panel. τbe student defendant may appeal a Disciplinary 
Committee decision to the Di 
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(c) Disqualification of Disciplinary Review PaneI Members. If any member of a Disciplinary 
Review PaneI fels出athis or her reIationship 切出 eitherthe case or the individuals involved 
would affect his or her abi均 torender an impartial judgment，白membershall disquali奇rhim
or herseIf. 
(d) Panel Procedure. The Disciplina巧rReview PaneI shall deliberate in private・ThePanel's 
decision shall be reached by majority vote of the Disciplina巧rReview PaneI members physically 
present for the deliberation and voting. 
(e) Hearing Date. AIJ appeals shall be heard ¥vithin 30 calendar days of receipt of the appeal. 
Provided， however， since the Disciplinary Review Panel only sits during Fall and Spring 
semesters，出ehearing on an appeal fi!ed late in the semester may be deferred until the foIJowing 
semester. 
(f) Action on Review of Disciplinary Committee Decisions.τbe Disciplinary Review PaneI may 
take出efolO¥ving action on review of decisions by a Disciplinary Committee: 
(i) adopt出eDisciplinary Committee's decision and the disciplinary action deterInIned by 
th巴DisciplinaryCommittee; or 
(i) adopt the Disciplinary Committee's decision as modified to impose a lesser disciplinary 
action than that determined by the Disciplinary Committee; or 
(山t) set aside出eDisciplinary Committee's decision in whole or in part， and dismiss the 
charges or send the matter back to the DisciplinarγCommittee for rehearing as to al or 
part of the issues raised before the Disciplinary Committee. 
ωDisciplinary Review Panel's Decision Final.τbe action taken by出eDisciplinary Review PaneI 
on re吋巴wof a decision by a Disciplina守 Committeeis final within出eLaw School and 
University. 
Section 5.09 Rights of the Student Defendant before the Disciplinary Committee 
(a) A student defendant has tle right to a cJear， concise written statement of charges against出E
student. 
(b) A student defendant may enter a plea of guiIty in writing to the alleged violationωthe Dean at 
any time before the final verdict has been rendered by the Disciplinary Committee. If the Dean 
and the student defendant are unable to agree upon an appropriate sanction， the matter shall be 
submitted to出eDisciplinaηr Committee for determination. The student defendant has the right 
to appeal such a detennInation to the Disciplinary Review Panel. 
(c) ln出eevent of a hearing before the Disciplinary Committee， a student defendam has the right 
to: 
(i) prompt cOl1pl巴tionof a¥I the procedur巳sprovided her巴inand adequate time to prepare a 
defensc， provided， however， that th巴hearingand the appeal procedures can norll1a¥Iy 
take place only in the Fa¥I and Spring semesters; 
(i) 叩pearbefore the Disciplinary COl1mittec; 。i) Icgal counsel or a representative of the sludcnt's choice， with any coSt so incurred to be 
borne by cle student defendant; 
(iv) presentυral， documentary， orphysical evidence on the student defendant's behalf; 
(v) examir】eand cross-examine wilnesses; 
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Article V. Disciplinary Regulations 
require the Disciplinary COIDnUttee to request出epresence of witnesses and出E
producoon of documents or physical evidence; 
remain silent without such silence being construed ag仰は出estudent defendant; 
a pres山npdonof thE StudEru defendant'S inI10CEfICE until the Disciplinary CommittEE is 
convinced by c1ear and convincing evidence出at出estudent defendant engaged in the 
misconduct charged in vioJaoon of these Regulaoons; 
a copy of the Disciplinary Committee' 5 decision in wロting;and 
w勾veany right herein conferred by notice of s凹 hwaiver in w出 ngto出eDisciplinary 
COIDnUttee， orby failure to appear after being d叫yserved， orby failure to exercise any 
rights granted the student defendant. 
Section 5.10 Severab巡ty
(a) If any pro吋sionof these Disciplinary Regulations is heId to be unconstitutional， the remaining 
provisions， wherever possible， shal be severable there from. 
Article VI. Academic Grievance Policies and Procedures 
These Academic Grievance Policies and Procedures are established by the faculty of the Law SchooI to 
provide consistent and eq凶tabletreatment for faculty and students in resolving issues arising from the 
academic relationship between individual faculty and individual students. Their applicab出tyis limited to 
those issues direcdy associated and concomitant with the facuI勺rmember's responsib出tiesas a teacher 
and the student's responsib出tiesas a Iearner. 
While based upon policies and procedures followed by the Universi匂ras a whole， onIy these policies and 
procedures are applicable to students taking courses at出eLaw School. Decisions reached through these 
procedures shall be considered final within the University. 
Section 6.01 Defmitions 
(a) Student.“Student" is de白nedas any individual enrolled in a course for academic credit 創出E
Law School. 
(b) Student Grievant.“Student Grievant" is defined as any sn此 nt血ngan Academic Grievance 
under these procedures. 
(c) Faculty Member.“Fac叫tyMember" is defined as any individual engaged in research and/or 
instruction for credit 鉱山eLaw School. 
(d) Semester.“Semester" is defined as any scheduled term ofinstruction， including]anuary Term 
and Summer Session. 
Section 6.02 Responsib出tiesofFaculty 
(a) In the c1assroom and in conference， fac叫守 members紅 eexpected to adhere to the highest 
professional standards of behavior and conduct. The responsib出町sof fac吋勺 members
include， but are not limited to， the folO¥ving: 
(i) To permit students who act in accordance with the responsibilities indicated in 
Section 6.03 beIow to complete any course in which they are enrolled; 
(u) To ensure出atthe course offered is in fundamental accord with the latest course 
description; 
(ui) To provide students at出ebeginning of the semester/ session with a. syllabus白紙
contains the written explanation of d1e course objectives， how assignments meet出E
Law School Student Learning Outcomes， the c1ass assessment and grading policy， 
reading assignments， attendance policy (see Article 1， Section 1.17 abov吋， and the 
manner in which the course wil be conducted. The course syllabus may be amended 
orally or in writing during the semester to reflect changes in the reading assignments. 
Substantial amendments to reading assignments and changes to written or oral 
assignments or exams should be avoided or made in consultation with students to 
minimize adverse effects， and must be commulucated in writ:ing; 
(iv) To retain student papers， tests， projects， and exams for one year unless returned to the 
students; 
(v) To provide regular class instruction as scheduled with class meetings beginning and 
ending at thc stat吋 times，and to comply with the Law School academic calendar and 
exam schedule; 
(vi) To provide sludents at appropriate times during the semester， with fair and obj巴ctive
evaluat.ions of their work and progress in the course. This does not apply to courses in 
which no work is prt:sented for evaluat.ion during the semester; 
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Section 6.03 
Article VI. Academic Grievance Policies and Procedures 
To discuss on request，出efinal grade assigned to出ework of any student in the fac叫匂F
member's course，丘町fromabusE of professonal discretion，amoundng toazbiEariness， 
bias or other serious unfaimess; 
To orovide students equitable and unbiased treatrnent in an educational climate free 
fr04harassment and djs叩 ninaoonbased on race， color， religion， national origin， sex， 
handi臼 p，or age; 
To post and maintain reasonable and mutually convenient office hours during出ecourse 
of the regular semester ωmeet with students; 
To adhere to批 policiesof出eUniveおi勺，concerrung au出ors'recognition of 
contribuoons to their work by students and others; and 
To refrain from an}' interference叩白 theacademic grievance procedures， or from any 
puniove acoon against a student because出estudent filed a grievance. 
Responsib出tiesof Students 
(a) 百leAcademic Grievance Committee's decision on whether or not to hear a grievance w出
depend in part on出estudent grievant having削印edthe following responsibilities: 
。)
仰
(必)
。v)
(v) 
(吋)
(vu) 
Section 6.04 
To exhibit classroom behavior that does not infringe on other students' right to learn; 
To attend dasses as req凶redby出efac叫守 member，recognizing出atabsences may 
adverselyaffect the final grade or credit for the course; 
To fulfil course assignments and req山rementsas described by the facul匂rmember， 
recognizing出atunfulfilled assignments and req凶rementsmay adversely affect the final 
grade or credit for the course; 
To abide by student， academic and administraove regulaoons induding the UH-SCC and 
出eWSRSL-SH and othet" Law School policies， rules， and regulations; 
To follow oficial procedures in pursuing redress of a grievance; 
To refrain from frivolous grievances; and 
To promo臼 aneducaoonal climate free from harassment and discriminaoon based on 
race，∞lor， r.eligion， national origin， sex， handicap， orage. 
Procedures for Resolution of Academic Grievances 
(a) lf a student grievant has 削倒edhis or her responsibilities relevantωhis or her grievance and 
believes出ata faculty member has ωled to meet any of the r.esponsibiJities stated in Section 
6.02， orhas acted arbitrariJy andf or capriciously in any other area of th巴academicrなlationship，
出estudent !，TIIevant may initiate action ωachieve remedy. The action available is outlined below 
and mU5t be initiated no later than 45 calendar days after the grade for the course in question has 
been posted or. made avaiJable to the student grievant by the University or the Law School 
Registrar， whichever is earlier. Because the Academic Grievance Committee meets only during 
Fall and Spring semesters， completion of actions begun Jate in the semester may have to be 
delayed until the following semester. 
Steo 1 -Informal Resolution. After Consult酒tion
百lestudent grievant should first tryω 代印Ivethe grievancc informally with the faculty mcmber 
involved. When approached by a student concerning a grievance， thc faculty membcr should 
remind the student to revicw the WSRSL-SH and thcsc Academic Grievancc Procedurcs and 
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may suggest出鉱山estudent consult with the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs office before 
proc田 ding.The student grievant may discuss出egrievance w:i出 anAssociat疋Deanor another 
fac叫tymember before speaking w:ith the involved faculty member. In the attempt to resolve the 
matter informally wi出出efaculty member， the student grievant and the fac叫tymember are 
encouraged to consult the Associat定 Deanfor Academic Affairs or the Associate Dean for 
Student Serv:ices， who may recommend the use of external mediation or ∞unseling serv:ices. If 
出egrievanc巴involvesa c1aim of sexual harassment or discrimination，出estudent grievant 
should first go directly to the Associate Dean for Student Serv:ices or the University Equal 
Opportuni匂rand Affirmaove Action 0伍cerbefor官 speaking可mththe faculty member. 
If出einformal r官solutionreached in Step 1 suggests a change of a grade， the grade change must 
be approved by the ful fac叫tybefore it is implemented. 
Steo 2 -Informal Resolution. After Formal Cοmolaint 
If the student and faculty member are unable to reach an informal resolution in Step 1， and the 
student seeks to pursue the grievance，出estudent shall prepare a formal comp凶ntin writing 
indicating: 
1.出efacts as the student perceived出em，citi.ng specific violations whe閃 possible;
2. 出eremedy sought; and 
3. the fac叫匂rmember's response， ifany， tothe consultaOons in Step 1. 
The student grievant shall present出1Scomplaint to出eAssociate Dean for Academic Affairs 
with a copy for出efacuJ匂， member within 14 calendar days of the ome when出einability to 
E官achan Informal Resolution in Step 1 isapparent to the student. If the faculty member 
involved is the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs or出eAssociaほ Deanfor Student Services， 
the Dean shall assume the responsib泌氏sof the involved Associate Dean or asig.n the other 
Associate Dean or a fac叫tymember to handle and receive the comp凶nt.
After rec定iptof the complaint， the Associat巴Deanfor Academic Affairs shall meet separately 
wi山由estud巴ntgrievant and the faculty member， or， ifboth pa出esagree， meet with them 
jointly ωdisωss tle∞mplaint and a口emptωreacha mutually agreeable informal resolution. 
If the informal 民 solutionreached in Step 2 suggests a change of grade， the grade change must 
be approved by the ful fac叫匂，before it is implemented. 
If w:i出in14 calendar days of receipt of the written compl創nt，a mutually agreeable informal 
resolution has not been reached，出eAssociaぼ Deanfor Academic Affairs shall noti今出e
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Sectioo 6.05 Law School Academic Grievaoce Committee 
(a)Composidon of d1E Academic GdEVance Committee-Except as provided in paragraph(b) 
below. each Academic Gri白evanceCommittee shall consist of fcゐou山rrπmembers of t也hen臼削ilti
F白aα 1均of 仕批1児叫eLawS紬cho∞ω01a叫n吋1吋do∞慨ne児 t也曲h泌凶i註r向d
shal be compris託edof members of t白heA屯ca吋demiたcSt包andar，吋dsCommittee as c∞ons託叩titut総edeach year 
b匂y也批eDe叫a幻却叫n叫1， 切仙白 出批eeωx託悶c白叩ep仰d∞tion叩 伽伽t白白estu州 de叩削n町tm附1
Cο mmi泊Z甘批t伐te白eshal be selected b句ythe Dean whe叩n仕出】e Academic Grievance Committee is convened 
rather出回bystudent election. 
φ1) Election of an Academic G市vanceCommittee Consisting Solely of百reeFaculty Members. A 
student filing an academic grievance may elect to have the Academic Grievance Committee 
consist solely of d1ree rnEmbers of rhE hil tirnE faculty of the Law School and no Student 
member.τbe student grievant shal make such an election within 7 calendar days afl悶 the
request for a hearing has been filed wi出 theAssociate Dean for Academic Affairs. If such an 
Election is made，the Dean shall decide which one ofthe four odgml faculty mernbErs to relEasE 
from the Academic Grievance Committee for the purpose of that hearing. 
(c) Resignarion and Replacement of Academic Grievance Committee Members. If in出eopinion of 
the Chair of the Academic Grievance Committee， the relationship of any member of the 
Academic Grievance Committee with either the case or the individuals involved would affect the 
member's ab出tyto render an impa出aljudgment，出eChair shall immediately remove出e
member from出eAcademic Grievance Committee and a replacement shall be selected by出E
Dean. 
Section 6.06 Responsibilities and Procedures of Academic Grievance Committee 
(a) Pre-hearing Procedures 
。)百lecompletion of Steps 1 and 2 does not give a student grievant the right to a ful 
hear;ing before the Academic Grievance Committee.τbe Academic Grievance 
Committee may decide on the basis of al material before出eAcademic Grievance 
Committee出atno reasonable case for a grievance exists， and may rusmiss the hearing 
request or may hear the appeal. A decision by出eAcademic Grievance Committee to 
dismiss or accept a hearing request must be made切出in7 calendar days of the receipt of 
the request. 
(u) Dismissal. A decision by the Academic Grievance Committee dismissing a hearing 
request is appealable to出eLa 
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1) The Academic Grievance Committee shal conduct the hearing in a fair and 
professional manner， which shall include， but not be lirnited to， the following 
procedures: 
a) τbe student grievant andf or fac叫匂，member involved may have an advisor 
pres巴ntprovided that notice of such intent and the name of the advisor are 
given to the Chair of the Academic Grievance Committee within 7 calendar days 
prior to the hearing.τbe Chair of the Academic Grievance Committee shall 
noti今theother party to the proceeding， who may，明白 2calendar days of 
similar notice to出eChair and other parマpriorto the hearing， also have an 
advisor present; 
b) The hearing shall be open unless the student grievant or faculty member makes a 
written request for a closed hearing to the Chair at least 2 calendar days prior to 
出ehearing; 
c) The burden of proof shall be upon the student grievant who shall prove his or 
her case by clear and convincing evidence; 
d) The Chair shal be responsible for recording the hearing， maintaining order，叩d
shall have the au出orityto rule on procedural issues and to exclude immaterial 
andf or unduly repetiロousevidence; 
e) The student grievant叩 dfac叫守 membershall be pro吋ded批 opportunityto 
present oral or documentary evidence and arguments on al issues involved; 。Thestudent grievant and fac叫tymember shall have出eright to question 
witnesses and submit rebuttal testimony; 
g) All members of the Academic Grievance Committee may question witnesses; 
h) The Academic Grievance Committee may secure testimony仕omwitnesses 
other than those presented by出estudent grievant or faculty member. The 
Academic Grievance Committee may also secure Universi守 orLaw School 
documents and materials， including grades and other assessments， relevant to 
the issue even if not provided in Step 1 or 2， orintroduced in the hearing by the 
student grievant or faculty member. Other confidential documents may be 
secured only wi出 theconsent of appropriate parties; 
i) The hearing wil be held as scheduled even in the absence of the fac叫tymember 
alleged to have committed the grievance， unless such absence is for good and 
sufficient cause. If the facult:y member cannot attend for good and sufficient 
cause and desires a continuance， the Academic Grievance Committee may grant 
sllch a continllance for a reasonable period under the circumstances. The 
decision of the Academic Grievance Committee as to good and sufficient cause 
is final within the Universi勺F;
j) Shollld t:he stlldent g 
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(V)FInal Findings and DEdSion-After the Academic GdevarICECommittEE has made 
出 Endingsand decision，the Chair shal inform the Student grievant and faculty 
ber of the findings and decision， inwriting， ¥l羽白in7 working days of the 
conclusion of thE hEad1g.A copy shal be sent to the DEan and Associate DEan for 
Academic Affairs. 
(b) Records of the Academic Grievance Hearing 。τbeAssociate Dean for Ac地 micAffairs shal maintain a record of al1 Ac地問cGrievanで
Committee hearings.τbe record shal include a brief notation as to the subject matter and 
emESter ofthE dispute but nO PErsonally idenubble informadon-This record shal be OPEn 
to inSPEdon by Law Studmmfaculty，and staff through thE AssociatE DEan for Academic 
Affairs. 
OBOther records to bE maintained by the Associate DEan for Academic Affairs shall include， 
but need not be Iinuted to， the fol1o叩ngand shall not be open to inspection except by the 
student grievant叩 dfaculty member involved in the grievance， the Dean and the Associat巴
Dean for Student Services， and Academic Grievance Committee members: al pleadings， 
motions and ru1ings; al written and physical evidence，出erecording of the hearing， and the 
report of the Academic Grievance Committee.τ五ismaterial wil be kept for a period of 
time consistent with 出eLaw School and Universi勺戸snormal record retention policies 
and/or practices. A summary of the disposition of any written grievance shall be placed in 
白estudent's file and copied to the student and facul匂，member involved. 
Section 6.07 Appea1 ofthe Academic Grievance Committee's Final Decisions 
(a) Appeal to the Full Faculty.τbe Final Findings and Decision by the Academic Grievance 
Committee may be appealed to出eful1 faculty by the student grievant or fac吋tymember. The 
appeal shal be in wriring and must be received by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
wl出in14 calendar days of issuance of the Academic Grievance Committee' s Final Findings and 
Decision.τbe appeal statement shal1 set forth the ground(s) upon which the appel1ant desires 
relief from the decision.τbe ful fac叫tyshal1 review such portions of the evidence and 
testimony as are necessar.y to ful1 consideration of the appeal， but need not confine its review to 
issues r必sedbefore the Academic Grievance Committee. 
(b) Disqualification. If any ful faculty member fels出athis or her relationship wi出 eitherthe case 
or the individuals involved would affect his or her ability to render an impartial judgment，出巴
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ωAu出orityof the Ful1 Fac叫ty. τbe ful1 fac叫匂， shal have the au出orityto affirm， reverse or 
modify the decision of the Academic Grievance Committee. 
Section 6.08 Finality， Implementation， Redress Beyond the University 
(a) The findings and decisions of the Academic Grievance Committee and ful faculty reached 
pursuant to these policies and procedures shal1 be final叩也10出eUniversity. 
(b) The Dean shal have出eau出orityto implement the remedies determined by the Academic 
Grievance Committee and ful fac叫勺runder these policies and procedures. 
(c) Nothing in出eseAcademic Grievance Procedures shal preclude either the student grievant or 
出efaculty member from seeking redress tbrough a court of competent jurisdiction or an outside 
enforcement agency. 
Section 6.09 Severab巡ty
If any provision of出1SAcademic Grievance Procedures is held to be invalid or unconstitutional，出e
remaining provisions， wherever possible， shal be severable there from. 
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